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ANALYTIC GEOMETRY OF COMPLEX SUPERSPACES

H. FLENNER AND D. SUNDARARAMAN

Abstract. A detailed account of the analytic geometry of complex superspaces

is given in this paper. Several representability criteria and representability theo-

rems are proved. In particular, the existence of a versal family of deformations

(parametrized by a complex superspace) for any compact complex superspace

is proved.

Introduction

In recent years, complex analytic and algebraic geometric methods have been
applied to several aspects of theoretical physics. Motivated by supersymmetry

and second quantization, a branch of geometry called supergeometry is being

actively studied by theoretical physicists. For introductions to supergeometry,

one may refer to Berezin [Be], Leítes [L], and Manin [Mai, Ma2]. The latter

references also discuss the scope of supergeometry in mathematics, apart from

its implications to physics.

Our interests in this paper are in the mathematical aspects of supergeometry;

we give a detailed account of the analytic geometry of complex superspaces,

from the point of view of deformations and moduli. In essence we prove several

representability criteria and representability theorems. For the study of moduli,
algebraic geometers have found that abstract functorial methods are not only

quite convenient but also become indispensible. Our work relies very much on
these functorial and algebraic methods. Artin's approximation theorems and

the formal deformation (moduli) theory of Rim [Ri], Schlessinger [Sch], and

Artin [A2] are powerful abstract methods for solving concrete moduli problems
in algebraic geometry. Their analogues in analytic geometry have been proved

and applied by several mathematicians; especially relevant to our context are

the works of Schuster [Schu], Bingener [Bi1; BÍ2] and the author [Fi, F2, F3].
A major part of this work is devoted to generalizing these works to complex

supergeometry.

We now outline the contents of this paper, after giving some basic facts and

definitions of complex supergeometry.

Let A = Aq + A\ be a Z2-graded associative ring. Elements of Aq (resp.

A\ ) are said to have parity 0 (resp. 1). The parity of a homogeneous element
ae, denoted by à, is e, e € {0, 1} . Elements of A$ (resp. A\ ) are called the

even (resp. odd) elements of A . The supercommutator of two homogeneous
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elements a, b is defined to be the element ab - (-l)àbba and is denoted

by [a, b]. The supercommutator of any two elements of A is defined by

additivity. a and b are said to supercommute if their supercommutator is zero.

The ring A is said to be a supercommutative ring if any two of its elements

supercommute. An analytic superalgebra is a superalgebra A = A0 + Ax, where

Aq is a convergent analytic algebra over C (i.e., A0 is a quotient of a convergent

power series ring over C ) and A\ is a finite /ln-module.
A superspace is a ringed space (X, cfx), where X is a Hausdorff topological

space and cfx is a sheaf of local supercommutative rings on X. Thus, in par-

ticular the structure sheaf cfx is Z2-graded: cfx = cfx>0 ®@x,\- (X, &x,o) is

called the even part and cfx11 the odd part of (X, cfx). A superspace (X, cfx)
is called a complex superspace if the even part (X, cfx >0) is a complex space

(with nilpotent elements) and the odd part cfx,\ of the structure sheaf cfx is

a coherent sheaf of ¿fyo-rnodules. This definition is attributed to P. Deligne.

Thus, a complex superspace (X, cfx) can be considered to consist of a usual

complex space (with nilpotents) (X,cfx^), a coherent sheaf tfx,i of cfx,o-

modules, and an anticommuting multiplication rule p:cfx¡i ®&x tfx,\ ~^^x,o

giving to cfx>Q®(fXt\ the structure of a sheaf of supercommutative rings.
Hence it has more structure than a graded complex space. In addition to the

presence of nilpotent elements, one also encounters commuting and anticom-

muting variables in the study of complex supergeometry.

Morphisms over C of complex superspaces are defined as usual taking care

that the Z2-gradation is respected. The category of germs of complex super-

spaces is easily seen to be dual to the category of analytic superalgebras. A com-

plex supermanifold is a complex superspace (X, cfx) such that (X, cfx/Ar) is

a complex manifold, Ar/J^2 is locally free over cfx/JV, and tfx is locally

isomorphic to the Z2-graded exterior algebra f\x(A//A^2). From the point of

view of deformations and moduli, it is more natural to consider compact com-
plex superspaces than to consider compact complex supermanifolds, especially

because Kuranishi's method [Ku] of constructing a versal family for a compact

complex manifold depends on harmonic theory, and as yet there does not exist

a superharmonic theory. We now state two basic definitions in the deformation

theory of complex superspaces.

Let (S, 0) be the germ of a complex superspace. Let (X, cfx) be a given

compact complex superspace. A family of deformations of (X, cfx) parame-

trized by the germ (S ,0) is a proper flat holomorphic map n : %? —» S, to-

gether with an imbedding / : X <-* 2?, identifying X with the fiber 7r-1(0).
Morphisms of families of deformations of (X,cfx) parametrized by (S,0) are

defined as usual. Let (S?, n, S, 0) be a family of deformations of (X, cfx).

Let (S', 0') be any complex superspace germ and let f : (S', 0') -> (S, 0) be

a morphism. By base change / induces a family of deformations of (X, cfx),

denoted by äff, parametrized by (5", 0') ■ This family 2ff is said to be induced

by/.
A family of deformations (3?, n, S, 0) of (X, cfx) is said to be semiuni-

versal (or miniversal), if every other deformation (^, o, S', 0') of (X, cfx) is
r

obtained from Sf by base change (S', 0')^(S, 0), and the differential df of
/ is unique. A semiuniversal family (Sf, n, S, 0) of deformations of (X, cfx)

is said to be universal if the inducing map / is unique.
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We could have defined the notions of deformations and versal families by

taking the parameter spaces to be the usual complex spaces (the purely even

complex superspaces). However, this restriction would be rather unwarranted

since it is known that moduli of compact complex supermanifolds depend on

odd parameters. Hence it is necessary to be quite general; we should work,

as we do in this paper, in the category of complex superspaces over complex

superspaces with fibers being compact complex superspaces.

Similar to the above definitions of deformations and versal deformations,

we could formulate notions of deformations and versal deformations for other

complex supergeometric objects like superholomorphic vector bundles, coherent

sheaves, cohomology classes, etc. We do not state explicitly these definitions.

For brevity, in the rest of this paper by an analytic s-algebra (resp. complex

s-space) we mean an analytic superalgebra (resp. complex superspace).

In order to prove the existence of a versal family of deformations for a

compact complex s-space and to prove other existence theorems, we work, as

stated earlier, in an abstract setting. We consider that the category of cofibered

groupoids over the category of analytic s-algebras over a fixed analytic s-algebra

is the appropriate set up, guided by the success of similar approaches in alge-
braic and analytic geometry (Rim [Ri], Artin [A2], Bingener [BÍ2]). To keep

this introduction short, we do not state the basic definitions and 'construction

techniques' of this general abstract setting, referring the reader to the relevant

sections 1.12, 6, 7, and 8 of this paper .
This paper is organized as follows. Analytic s-algebras are studied in §1.

The principal results are the superanalogues of Artin's approximation theorems

(Theorems (1.11) and (1.13)). The main result (Corollary (2.8)) of §2 is that a
dualizing complex exists for any compact complex s-space. In §3, following [Pa,

Fi], we construct in the supergeometric sense cotangent and relative cotangent

complexes. Deformations and extensions of complex s-spaces are studied in

§4. The main result is Theorem (4.6) which gives the existence of a canonical

isomorphism from the set Ex(X/S, JÍ) of equivalence classes of extensions

of X/S by a module J£ to the set Tx,s(Jf\y of even elements of TX,S(J().

The obstructions to extending deformations are described. It is shown (Theorem

(4.8)) that there is a canonical element ob[5"] £ F\,s(f*Ar) (where JV is the

coherent module giving the extension <S" of S ) which vanishes if and only if

the deformation X/S can be extended to S'. In §5, we generalize the method

of [F2] of calculating relative Ext-sheaves in the category of complex s-spaces.

§6 gives an account of the formal deformation theory of compact complex s-

spaces. In particular, (6.6) describes Schlessinger's sufficient conditions for the
existence of a formally versal formal family and Schlessinger's theorem is proved

in (6.14). Theorem (6.16) gives a criterion for openness for the property of being

formally versal. It is shown ((6.19), (6.20)) that formal versality is an open

condition for deformations of compact complex s-spaces, for deformations of

coherent sheaves, and for deformations of quotients.

Several representability criteria and representability theorems are proved in
§7. In particular, Proposition (7.3) (superanalogue of Schuster's theorem) gives

a sufficient condition under which a formal versal family is versal, Theorem

(7.5) gives sufficient conditions under which a functor F from the category of

complex s-spaces over a fixed complex s-space to the category of sets can be rep-
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resented by a complex s-space (not necessarily separated) and Proposition (7.8)
shows that F has a coarse moduli space if its sheafification is representable.

Several important but technical results are proved in §8. In (8.2) we give

sufficient conditions which will imply the crucial (L3)-condition in the repre-

sentability criteria of §7. These conditions are then verified for compact s-spaces
and modules with compact support. The essential point here is that a compact

complex s-space as well as a module with compact support admits an even versal

deformation, see (8.4) and (8.9).
In the final section, §9, we give five important applications of our results

in the earlier sections, (a) The existence of a versal family of deformations

parametrized by a complex s-space for any coherent sheaf with compact support

over a complex s-space is proved (Theorem (9.1)); (b) it is shown that the

Hilbert functor (in the category of complex s-spaces) is representable (Theorem

(9.2)); (c) the existence of a versal family of deformations (parametrized by a

complex s-space) for any compact complex s-spaces is proved (Theorem (9.5));

(d) the existence of a coarse moduli space for coherent simple sheaves is proved

(Theorem (9.8)); and (e) it is shown that the Picard functor is representable by

a complex s-space (not necessarily separated).
Work on this paper started in Summer 1986 when the second author visited

Göttingen. In the meantime Weintrob has also given a proof of (9.1 ) and (9.5) in

[W2] in the case of complex supermanifolds. His proof is different from ours.

However, in both papers Banach analytic methods are avoided and both use

Artin's approximation theorem for deriving the existence of versal deformation

from the existence of even versal deformation, which is proved by using the

solutions of the moduli problems in the classical complex analysis.

We thank J. Bingener, O. Forster, and S. Kosarew for several discussions

relating to this work and P. Deligne for his letter [De] explaining his viewpoint

on duality theory in supergeometry. The second author would like to thank
J. Rabin for explaining to him the physicists' view(s) of supergeometry; he

expresses his thanks to CINVESTAV (Mexico City), SFB (Göttingen), UCLA
(Los Angeles), and UCSD (La Jolla) for their support.

Notations. In the following, the word super will be abbreviated by s, e.g., we

will speak about s-spaces or s-algebras instead of superspaces or superalgebras.

By Cal* we denote the complex number space in a even and b odd dimen-

sions (see, e.g., [Ma2]). If A is an analytic s-algebra (see §1) then s%?A (resp.

^a , Alg/A) will be the category of all analytic A-s-algebras (resp. analytic

(even) A-algebras, resp. all (even) A-algebras). Similarly, s-An/S indicates the

category of complex s-spaces over the fixed complex s-space S. The reduction

of an s-space T is denoted by TTd, i.e., cfTrá = cfj/^, where 3~ ccfT is the

maximal nilpotent ideal sheaf of cfj . Let X—>S be a morphism of s-spaces.

The category of modules (in the supersense, see § 1 ) over X will be denoted by

Coh(Z) whereas Cohp\f(X) is the set of those coherent modules on X which

are proper and flat over S. For tfx -modules Jf, JV, one can form the relative

f-xi-sheaves e'xt'AJi, JV) which is defined to be the z'th cohomology of the

complex RfRJ^omx(Ji, Ai). For a point s in S and an (^-module JV,

jV(s) indicates the sheaf JV' /msAr, where ms c tfs is the maximal ideal sheaf

of the point 5. Similarly, for a sheaf / on I we call Jf(s) := JK'/nv# the

fiber of Jt over 5. Finally, if X is as above, we can associate to a coherent
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cfx -module JÍ the trivial extension of X by Jf by which we mean the com-
plex s-space X\r%] = (X, cfX[^) with cfX[-^ = tfx ®Jf. Here the s-algebra

structure is given by JÍ2 = 0 and the Z2-grading by cfX[J^],e = cfx^®Jft.

1. Analytic s-algebras

In the following, by an analytic s-algebra we mean a superalgebra A = A§ ®

A\ such that Aq is a (convergent) analytic C-algebra in the usual sense (i.e.,

a quotient of a convergent power series ring over C ) and A\ is finite as an

^o-module.

(1.1) We call A a free analytic s-algebra over C if AQ = C{X\, ... , Xn} and

A = f\M with M := Afî . If Yx, ... ,Ym is a basis of the free ^n-module M
then we also write <C{Xq , ... ,Xm; Y\,... ,Ym} for A. The X¿, resp. Y¡,
are called the generators of even, resp. odd, degree.

The modules over an analytic s-algebra A are always assumed to be Z2-

graded, i.e., M = Mq® M\. All modules are assumed to be right modules. If
M is a right module then M is equipped with a natural left structure by setting

am:=(-l)deg(a'de6(m»ma,

and obviously these structures are compatible.

(1.2) If M is an ^4-module then by M[l] we mean the module with A/[l], :=
A/,+1, where for m £ M[l], a £ A the product ma is the given product in

M, i.e., M and M[l] are isomorphic as abstract right modules. Obviously,

M [a][ß] S M [a + ß] for a, ß £ Z2 where we set M[0] := M.

Throughout this paper, an odd, resp. even, morphism of ^-modules <j>: M ->

N is always a morphism of right modules with (j>(M¡) ç A^!+1, resp. <f>(M¡) ç
N¡. An even morphism is also a morphism of left modules whereas an odd

morphism induces a morphism M —> A^l] compatible with the right and left

structure.

(1.3) If M, N are ^-modules then the set of all morphisms of right modules

Hom^M, N) can be decomposed,

Hom^(M, N) S Hom^(M, A^)ev <8> HomA(M, A^)odd,

where the index ev, resp. odd, denotes the even, resp. odd, morphisms. Then

HomA(M, N) carries a natural structure of an ^-module by setting (f-a)(m)

:= f(am) if a £ A, f £ Hom^(Af, N),m£ M.

(1.4) If Aii, ... , A/„ are ^-modules then one can form their tensor product

Afi ®A ■ ■ ■ ®a A/„ (see [L]). We remark that there is a natural isomorphism (of

even degree)

(Afi <g> • • • ® Mn)[n] ^ Mx[l] ®---® Mn[l]

given by
mi <g> ■•■ ® mn i-> (-îywi ® ■■■ ®mn,

where p = ][\>0deg(m„_i_2j). Two important quotients of the tensor product

M ® ■■■ ® M (n times) are the symmetric product SnM and the exterior

product A" A/- Here SnM and f\n M are the quotients with respect to the

submodules generated by elements of the form

mi ® ■■■ ® m„ - (-l)'i"l,'-|/Mi ® ■■■ ® m¡-2 ® m¡ ® m,-_i <8> mi+i ® ■■■ ®mn,
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resp.

mi ® ■ ■ ■ ® mn + (-l)ftft-'mi ® ■ ■ ■ ® m,_2 ® m¡ ® m¡-\ ® m¡+\ ® ■■■ ®mn,

where p¡ := deg(m;). The symmetric product of the elements m\, ... , mn £

M will be denoted by mx V • • • V m„ whereas their exterior product will be

denoted by m\ A • • ■ A mn . It is easy to see that with this definition, Sn(M[l]) =

(/\n M)[n], where the isomorphism is induced by the isomorphism

(M ® ■■ ■ ® M)[n] â A/[l] ® ■ ■ ■ ® M[l]

described above. Clearly, the tensor product, symmetric product, and exterior

product can be characterized by suitable universal properties which the reader
is invited to formulate.

(1.5) If A and B are analytic s-algebras then one can form their analytic

tensor product by setting

A ®c B = A0 ®c Bq ® Ai ®c Bx ® A0 ®c B\ ® A{ ®c B0,

where on the right-hand side ® denotes the usual analytic <g>-product. Then

A ®c B is again an analytic s-algebra in a straightforward way. Slightly more

generally, it is possible to form a fibered analytic tensor product A ®A B if

A —► A, A -» B are morphisms of analytic s-algebras. Here A ®A B is the

quotient of A ®c B given by the ideal which is generated by the elelements

A <g> 1 - 1 ® A, AeA.
If A —» B is a morphism of analytic s-algebras, then B will be called a

smooth ^-s-algebra if B is isomorphic to A ®c B$ , where B$ is a free analytic

s-algebra (see (1.1)), i.e., B = A{Xi, ... , Xn;Y\, ... , Ym) , where the X, and
Yj are generators of even, resp. odd, degree.

(1.6) By a derivation of degree a £ Z2 we mean a C-linear map ô : A —> M

of degree a satisfying the product rule:

S(ab) = 0(a) • b + (-l)ade^aô(b).

As in the classical case (see, e.g., [SS]), for every morphism of analytic s-algebras

A —> B, there exists a module of 1-forms £llBiA which is finite over B and is

characterized by the following universal property: There is given an /4-linear

derivation of degree 0, d : B —► QL^ , and if ô : B —► M is any other ,4-linear

derivation of degree a into some finite ß-module M then there is a unique

factorization S = hd with a homomorphism h : QXB/A —> M of 5-modules of

degree a.

QB/A and d can be constructed similarly as in the classical case: If B is

a free analytic ,4-s-algebra with generators Xx, ... , X„ of even degree and

Yi, ... ,Ym of odd degree then 0.B,A is the free 5-module on the generators

dX\,...,dXn, dYi,...,dYm, where deg(d(X¡)) = 0, deg(dYj) = 1. If C
is a quotient B/a with B as above then

Vc/a = nlB/J(anlB/A + B • da).

(1.7) Similarly as in the case of analytic algebras, in the supercase there is the

notion of flatness. A module M over the analytic s-algebra A is called flat if
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the functor N i-> N ®AM is exact on the category of all ^-modules. Since ®

is compatible with direct limits it is of course sufficient to require the exactness

for finite modules N. By using the Nakayama Lemma it is easy to see that

a finite ^4-module is flat iff it is free. Moreover, an ^-module M is flat iff

M/mAM is a flat ^/m^-module for every n . By using this latter property it is

easy to see that an analytic tensor product of analytic s-algebras A ®c B is flat
over A.

(1.8) Proposition. Let A -» B be a morphism of analytic s-algebras. Then B

is a smooth A-algebra iff B is flat over A and iîL, is free.

Proof. There are homogeneous elements of degree 0, say xi, ... , x„ , and
elements of degree 1, say yi, ... , ym , in m^ whose differentials generate QB,A

freely. Set B' := A{XX, ... , Xn;Yx, ... ,Ym} and let B' -> B be the A-
homomorphism which is given by sending the X¡ to x¡ and Yj to y¡. Since

B' and B are flat over A it is sufficient to prove that B'/mAB' -* B/mAB

is bijective, i.e., we may assume that A = C (see (1.9)(1)). From (1.9)(2) it

follows that B' -> B must be surjective, i.e., B = B'/a. Finally, (1.9)(3) shows

that a = 0.

In the proof above we have used

( 1.9)   Lemma. ( 1 ) (Preparation theorem) If A -^ B isa quasifinite morphism of

analytic s-algebras, i.e., B/mAB is a finite-dimensional vector space, then A-^ B

is finite.
(2) If A is an analytic s-algebra then the map rry/m^ -» QA/c/mAQ.lA/c in-

duced by d is bijective.
(3) // A = C{Xi,...,X„;YU ... ,Ym} and f£mA then f=0 iffdf = 0

in nA/c.

Proof. ( 1 ) is an immediate consequence of Serre's version of the preparation

theorem since A —> B is finite iff Aq -> Bq is finite. (3) is an easy exercise in s-

derivations. For the proof of (2), consider the commutative algebra A := A/mA .

Then illA/c/mAQA/c a ^/c/™^/c since d(m2A) c mAa.lA/c . Moreover rrvj =

m^/m^ . Since (2) is well known for a commutative algebra, this concludes the

proof.

Remark. Clearly the theory so far described also applies to Noetherian complete

C-s-algebras, i.e., algebras which are quotients of C[Xi, ... , Xn;Yx, ... , YmJ,

where the X¡, resp. Y,, are generators of even, resp odd, degree (see (1.1) for

the analytic case). In the sequel, we will use this without any further comment.

For use in later sections, we prove the following.

(1.10) Lemma. Let A ->• B be a morphism of analytic s-algebras and I ç A

an ideal with I2 = 0. Assume that A/1 -» B/IB is flat and I ®AB -> IB is
an isomorphism. Then B is a flat A-algebra.

Proof. We must show that Torf^, B) = 0 for every finite ^-module N.

Choose an exact sequence

0^K->An^N^0

and set K' := K n / • A" . After tensoring the diagram
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O

K'

I A"

with B we get the diagram

O IB"

K

A"

KB

B"

K/K'

i'

(A/IA)n

(K/K')B

(B/IB)n

O

O

O

with exact lines. Observe that by our hypothesis, aB , yB , and ôB are injective.

Now an easy diagram chase shows Torf (N, B) = 0.

Next we will generalize the Artin approximation theorem to the case of an-

alytic s-algebras. An analytic s-algebra A is a local ring, and by A we denote

always its m^-adic completion.

(1.11) Approximation Theorem I. Let A-^>B be a morphism of analytic s-

algebras and suppose that ç : B —> A is a formal section of j. Then for every

p£N there is a section cp : B -+ A of j such that <p = tp mod m^.

Proof. For an ^-algebra C (in the usual sense) we consider the set F(C) of all

isomorphism classes of pairs (C*, cp), where (1) C* is a noetherian ^-s-algebra
with Cq = C ; (2) tp : B —> C* is an ,4-morphism; and (3) C* is finite as a
C-module. Obviously, F is in a natural way a functor F : Alg /Aq —» sets. The

formal section (p gives rise to an element (A, (p) £ F(Aq) . Hence our assertion

follows from the usual approximation theorem (see [Ai, A2]) as soon as we can
show that F is a limit preserving functor. ' For this assume that C = lim C, is

a direct limit of analytic ^o-algebras. The C-module Cx admits a presentation

Cr ^Cs ^Cf ^0,

and the s-algebra structure of C* is given by a map C* x Cx* —► C which

satisfies certain relations expressing the fact that C* is an s-algebra. It is easy
to check that all these data can be realized over some C,. Moreover, the map

cp : B —> C* is given by maps <po : Bo —> C, <px : Bx —» C* which are compatible

with the multiplication in B and C*. Clearly, <po as well cpx arise from some
index i, and by enlarging i it is also possible to get a map <p¡ : B —» C* of

s-algebras.

Remark. Let the situation be as in (1.11) and a c A an ideal. Suppose that

there is already given a map B-^A/a of ,4-s-algebras such that the diagram

B -► A/a

'I
Â A/a

commutes. Then (f> can be chosen in such a way that even <p = \p mod a.

'I.e., if C = lim C¡ is a direct limit of analytic /lo_alBebras then F(C) = lim F(C¡).
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Proof. Let A' := /\A(A/a) 2 A x A/a, B' := ¡\B(A/a) = B x A/a (exterior
algebra) where A/a is regarded as a ß-module via ip. The morphism y/

induces an y4'-morphism $' : B' -> A'. By (1.11) we find a convergent section
f:5'->/. After comparing with the canonical maps B -> B' and A' -* A

we get a section <f> of j with the desired property.

For later purposes, it is convenient to generalize the approximation theorem

in the spirit of [A2]. First we will introduce some notation.

(1.12) If A is an analytic s-algebra let sWA be the category of analytic A-s-

algebras and sWA the category of complete noetherian A-s-algebras with residue

field C. Suppose that F : sWA -»  sets is a functor on sWA and consider

F:sfA^ sets,    F(Ä) := lim F(Ä/m^1).

Obviously, F is a functor and for A £ sWA there is a canonical map F (A) —►

F (A) denoted by üi->á. We will say that F satisfies (LI) ((L2), (L3), resp.)

if for every A £ s&A and every representation A = lim A^ as an inductive

limit of analytic A-s-algebras A^ , the canonical map

lim F(A{i)) - F(l)

has dense image (is injective, is surjective, resp.) (see [Bii] for the corresponding

notions in the classical case). Observe that our condition (L3) is different from
thatin[Bii].

With these notations we will show

(1.13) Approximation Theorem II. Let F be as above and assume that F sat-

isfies (LI). Then for every n e N, B e sWA, and b £ F(B) there is a b £ F(B)
such that b = b modulo mB.

Proof. Clearly, B can be exhausted by analytic s-algebras over B, i.e., B =

lim ./?('). Because of (LI) there is an index /' and b¡ £ F(B^) whose image

in F(B) coincides with b module m5L. By (1.11), the formal section B(t> —*■

B can be approximated by a map 5(i) ^-» B with ç^ = cp^ modulo m^.

Obviously, b = (p* (b¡) is the required approximation of b.

2. Complex s-spaces

It is clear how to define ringed s-spaces. These are spaces (X ,31) where the
sheaf of rings 3i on the topological space X is equipped with a Z2-grading

31 = 3¿0 ® 3¿i such that Y(U ,3¿) is an s-algebra for every open set U in X.

The morphisms of ringed spaces are always assumed to be Z2-graded.

(2.1) A ringed s-space (X, cfx) over C is called a complex superspace if the

underlying ringed space Xev := (X, cfXto) is a complex space with nilpotent

elements and if cfx< 1 is a coherent ¿^„-module.

Observe that there is always a canonical map X ^ Xev which is finite.

It is clear that the notion of coherent module makes sense on a complex s-

space. We always assume as in § 1 that the modules are Z2-graded. The mor-

phisms are always assumed to be right morphisms. Obviously, one can form
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%?om(J(, JC), Sn{Jt), /\n(J?) ,andJ?i®---®JTn if Jt, JV, and Jí¡ are

¿fir-modules. Clearly, these modules are coherent if this is the case for Jf, J^,
and the ^.

Moreover, the construction of the module of 1-forms can be globalized. For

a morphism of complex s-spaces X —► Y it is denoted by QXiY ■ A point x

of X is called a smooth point if cfx,x is a free analytic s-algebra (see (1.1)).
From (1.8) we obtain that the set of singular (i.e., nonsmooth) points of X is

the set sing(il-) of points x £ X such that Q.x x is not a free ¿fy^-module.

In particular, the set of smooth points of X is open.

The category of all ^-modules ( Z2-graded as usual!) will be denoted by

J!od(X). It contains enough injectives, as follows easily from the fact that

for an injective £fyev-module 3~ the module %'om^Xcv(cfx, 3~) is an injective

¿fr-module. The derived category of Jfod(X) is always denoted by D(X).
The symbols D+(X), D~(X), D+(X), etc. are used similarly as in the classical

case (see, e.g., [Ha]).

li f : X —> Y is a morphism of complex s-spaces and J( is a ¿fy-module

then we set f*(Ji) := f~x(JK) ®&Y cfx , i.e., in forming the inverse image of

a sheaf, the structure sheaf tfx is always tensored from the right. It is easily

seen that as usual the functors /* and /* are adjoint functors. The following

criterion for the coherence of a sheaf is very useful.

(2.2) Lemma. Let X be a complex s-space and Xev the underlying complex

space. Then Jf e J(od(X) is coherent iff J( is coherent as a module over

&x„.

The simple proof is omitted. As an immediate corollary we get

(2.3) Corollary. (1) The structure sheaf of a complex s-space is a coherent sheaf

of rings.
(2)If f : X —► Y is proper then f, transforms coherent sheaves of cfx-modules

into coherent sheaves of cfy-modules.

(2.4) Remark. Similarly as above it is possible to define formal complex s-

spaces. By this we always mean a ringed s-space over C such that Xev is

a formal complex space and cfx¡i is a coherent module on Xev (see [BÍ2]).

Clearly, (2.1)—(2.3) also hold for formal complex s-spaces.

(2.5) In the next sections we will need that a complex s-space X admits a

dualizing complex. For a complex Kx £ D^(X) pointwise of finite injective

dimension we consider the functor D : DC(X) -> DC(X) given by

D(Jf) := RJTomx(Ji', Kx).

There is always a natural biduality morphism

<!>(.#') : JT -+ DD(JT).

Then K'x will be called a (pointwise) dualizing complex if the map above is an

isomorphism for all Jf' £ DC(X). As in [Ha, V(8.1)], the dualizing complexes

can be characterized as follows.

(2.6) Proposition. Let K'x £ D+(X) have pointwise finite injective dimension.

Then K'x is a dualizing complex iff the canonical map $>(cfx) : cfx —> DD(cfx)

is an isomorphism.
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For the proof we remark that the same arguments as in [Ha] can be applied.

We will now show that a dualizing complex on a complex s-space always exists.

First we show

(2.7) Proposition. Let f : X —> Y be a finite morphism of complex s-spaces

and assume that Y has a dualizing complex K'Y . Then

Kx := RßTomf-im(cfx, f~x(KY))

is a dualizing complex for X.

Proof. First we remark that K'x carries a natural ¿fy-structure. By (2.6) it is

sufficient to show that the map

cfx -+ DxDx(cfx)

is bijective, where Dx := RJi?omx(-, K'x). But this follows from the fact that

for Jf' £ DC(X) there is a canonical isomorphism

Dx(Jf) * Rßromf-H(fr){jr', K'Y).

By applying this proposition to the morphism X —► Xev and using [RR] we

obtain

(2.8) Corollary. For every complex s-space there is a dualizing complex.

(2.9) Remarks. (1) In the next section we will also need that for every for-

mal complex s-space there is at least locally a dualizing complex. This follows

with the same arguments as above since Xey admits at least locally a dualizing

complex since locally Xev is embeddable into a smooth formal complex space.

(2) The full subcategory of JKod(X) consisting of all coherent ^-modules

will always be denoted by Coh(X).
(3) P. Deligne, in his reply [De] to a question by the second author, stated that

he has convinced himself that his approach (via Grothendieck's 'G-operations')

explained in his appendix to Hartshorne's book [Ha] also works for complex

superspaces (superschemes), yielding global duality theorems. In this letter

Deligne also suggested that the usual (i.e., even) arguments should also carry

over to give local duality theory.

3. Cotangent complex for complex s-spaces

We will first describe the theory for analytic s-algebras. We follow closely the

exposition given in [Fi] (see also [Pa]).

(3.1) Let A —> B be a fixed morphism of analytic s-algebras. Let R be a

(Z2 x Z)-graded algebra over A. For a homogeneous element x £ R of degree

(a, ß) £ Z2 x Z denote by deg(x) := a + ß mod 2 its total degree modulo 2. By

Ra we denote the subspace of homogeneous elements of type (a, ß) £ Z2 x Z.

Finally, R? will indicate the set R^®Rßx. We will call R an anticommutative

^-s-algebra if the following three conditions are satisfied.

( 1 ) R is an s-algebra with respect to its total degree deg.

(2) The structure morphism A-^R is a morphism of s-algebras and <p(A)

cR°.
(3) R' = 0 if i > 0, R° is an analytic s-algebra, and R' is a finite Ä°-module

for all 1.
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In the following, all the .R-modules which occur are assumed to be (Z2 x Z)-

graded right modules. Now assume that there is given an ^-linear derivation

C on the anticommutative A-s-algebra R . We will call (R, Ç), or shortly R,

a DG-s-algebra if C is homogeneous of degree (0, 1), i.e., Ç(i?a) Ç RÍ+X, and

if c2 = o.
By a morphism of DG-s-algebras (R,Q —► (S, o) over A, we mean a

morphism of yi-algebras R —> S which is bihomogeneous of degree (0, 0) and

compatible with the differentials Ç, a.
Finally, it is possible to introduce DG-s-modules over a DG-s-algebra R

over A . Let M be a (Z2 x Z)-graded Ä-module equipped with a homogeneous

map p: M —► M of degree (0, 1) satisfying

p(mr) = p(m) • r + (-l)degmmC(r)

for all homogeneous m £ M, r £ R. Then (M, p), or simply M, is called a
DG-s-module. Observe that M is always considered as a right module over R,

but according to the sign rule it then also has a natural left structure over R\
In the following, an analytic s-algebra will often be regarded as a DG-algebra

concentrated in the degrees Z2 x 0.

(3.2) We remark that any anticommutative s-algebra R over A can be re-

garded as an anticommutative algebra R by setting Rf = Rq ® R^1. The

same holds for modules, DG-s-algebras, etc. Hence a number of results from

[Fi] can be quite directly generalized to the case of DG-s-algebras.

(3.3) For a morphism of anticommutative ^(-s-algebras S —> R there is a

module of 1-forms Qr/s which can be constructed in the same way as in [Fi,

p. 4]. Then ClR/s is a (Z2 x Z)-graded module over R satisfying the usual

universal property with respect to derivations. If S —> R is a morphism of

DG-s-algebras then Q.R/S = (£lR/s » o>) carries the structure of a DG-s-module
by setting for x, y £ R

co(xdy) := C(x)dy + (-l)d^xxd(C(y)),

where d : i? —> Qr/s is the universal derivation on R.

(3.4) Similarly as in [Fi] it is possible to introduce the notion of a free an-
ticommutative s-algebra over R (see [loc. cit. (1.1)(2)]: If £ is a set and

deg : £ -» Z2 x Z < 0 is a degree function, then by R[E] we denote the free

anticommutative Ä-s-algebra with generators E, i.e. R[E] = S(RE), where S

is the modified symmetric power as described in [Fi, p. 3].

(3.5) We can now introduce the notion of a resolvent for a morphism of ana-

lytic s-algebras A ^ B . Let R be a DG-s-algebra over A and i? -> B be an di-
morphism. Then R is said to be a resolvent for B/A if (a) R is a free ^-algebra

(see (3.4)) and (2) R -► B is a quasi-isomorphism, i.e., H°(R) S B, H'(R) = 0
if i ¿ 0.

(3.6) Definition. Let R be a resolvent for B/A. Then L'B ,A := Qr/A ®r B is

called the cotangent complex of B/A . For a 5-module M, the functors

TB/A(M) := ExtB(LB/A , M),        T*IA(M) := Tor^L^, M)

are called the cotangent, resp. tangent, functors.

With exactly the same proofs as in [Fi ] one can easily show
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(3.7) Proposition. (1) L'B/A is well defined as an object of the derived category

D-(B).
(2) An exact sequence 0 —► M' -* M —> M" -> 0 induces exact sequences

• • • -» TB/A(M>) -, TB/A(M) - TB/A(M") -, T'ByA(M') -»...,

-y T?IA(M') -» Tf,A(M) -* Tf/A(M") -► T*JA(M') -»•••.

(3) 7/" J —► 5 —» C are morphisms of analytic s-algebras then there is a triangle

L'B,A ® C —> L^,, —* L^/ß —* -^¿/^i ® C*[ 1 ] J" ^ derived category.

(4) T*/A(M) S Q¿/yl ®a A/, 7^(A/) S Der^ß, A/).

(5) IfA-^B is smooth then TB/A(M) = T*/A(M) = 0 /or i > 0.

(6) Leí A —► A' be another morphism of analytic s-algebras and set B' :=
B ®A A'.

Assume that A —> A' or A —► B is flat. Then L'B,/A, = L'B,A ®A B'.

For the proofs, see [Fi, pp. 11-15].
We will now define the cotangent complex L'X,Y for morphisms of complex

r

s-spaces X—»Y. For this we must have the notion of resolvent. We proceed as

in[F,,§2].

(3.8) Recall that a simplicial scheme consists of a set A0 and a system A

of finite subsets of v4n called the simplices such that A contains all subsets

{a}, a £ Aq, and all subsets ß of a if a £ A. A simplicial scheme of ringed

s-spaces is a family (Wa)aeA of ringed s-spaces Wa together with compatible

morphisms paß : Wß —► Wa if a ç ß e A. If the Wa are complex s-spaces

(resp. Stein compact sets in some complex s-spaces Xa, equipped with the

sheaf cfXa\Wa) then we call W* := (rVa)a€A a simplicial scheme of complex

s-spaces (resp. s-Stein compact sets). For short, we call W* smooth if cfwa x is

a free analytic s-algebra for all a £ A, x £ Wa. Now a morphism of schemes

of ringed s-spaces can be introduced as in [Fi, p. 27]. Similarly, one can define
cfw. -modules, coherence, and Ext-functors as described in [loc. cit].

(3.9) The most important example for these simplicial objects arises by a Stein

covering of a complex space. Let / : X —> Y be a morphism of complex s-

spaces and let {Ui}¡eAo be a countable locally finite covering of X, where U¡

is Stein and open in X.   Let K¡ ç U¡ be a Stein compact set and assume
o

that (1) {Ki} is a covering of X and (2) there is a 7-embedding f/, «->

W¡xY with some smooth space W¡. Set A := {a ç / : Ka := ()ieaKj / 0}

and let X* = {Xa}aeA be the associated scheme of Stein compact sets with

tfXa := cfx\Ka . Let Ka<-^* fl/ga Wj xY =: Za be the product of the embeddings

U¡ <-> rVjxY restricted to Ka . Set Wa := (Ka, cfWa) with tfWa := j~x(cfZa).

Then W* := (Wa)a€A is a simplicial scheme of s-Stein compact sets which is

smooth over Y . Moreover, X* cWt is a closed subspace.

(3.10) Let W* = (Wa)a€A be an arbitrary simplicial scheme of s-Stein compact

sets. We will introduce the notion of DG-algebra on W*. By an cfw, -module

we mean a collection of ¿f^-modules y£a, a £ A, together with compatible

morphisms of degree 0, p*aß(^a) —* ̂ß if a ç ß £ A.   Similarly one can
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introduce the notion of a W*-algebra sf* = (s/a)aeA ■ Such an algebra will be

called an anticommutative s-algebra over W* if

(1) s/* = 0^-1, (i, j) € Z2 x Z<o , is (Z2 x Z)-graded;
(2) the transition maps e*aAsrfa) —> stfß are homogeneous degree 0 morphisms

of algebras;
(3) s/J :=sf0l ®sfxl are coherent ¿V„-modules; and
(4) srf* is anticommutative as explained in (3.1).

(3.11) Let W* be as in (3.10) and sé* an anticommutative s-algebra on W*.

It is clear how to define j/»-modules and DG-s-modules over sé* if sé* is even
a DG-s-algebra. For every a £ A , there is a natural functor

p*a : J"od(séa) -» Jfod(sé*)

by setting Pa{JV)ß := p*aß(^a) if a ç ß, and p*(A/')ß = 0 otherwise. Here

J?od(séa), resp. ^od(sé*), denotes the category of modules over ja^ , resp.

sé*. Then there is a natural isomorphism

/o%. (^(^"), .¿f.) = ^om^jr, Jfa).

An Ja4-module J£* is called free if it is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of

modules of type Pa(A^) with a free ^-module Jf with generators of arbitrary

bidegree in Z2 x Z<0 .
Finally, let sé*^> 3§* be a morphism of anticommutative s-algebras on W*.

Then 3S* is called a free algebra over sé* if 38* can be written as a union

38* = {ji>038¡*, where 38q* = sé*, and Bi+U = SB¡, (3~) is a symmetric algebra

over some free B¡*-module F in the sense above.

With these notations we are now able to introduce resolvents for complex

s-spaces.

(3.12) Definition. Let / : X —► Y be a morphism of complex s-spaces. A

resolvent for X/ Y consists of

(a) a countable, locally finite open covering {C/;}i6/ of X and closed em-

beddings U¡ ̂ -> WjxY with W¡ smooth ; a covering {JST/}/g/ by compact Stein

subsets with \JieIKi = X (let X* <-► W, be as in (3.9));
(b) a free DG-s-algebra ^ over W* ; and

(c) a morphism ja£ —» ¿fy. which is a quasi-isomorphism of tfw. -algebras.

The data of a resolvent will be written shortly as R = (X*, W*, si*).

(3.13) Let X* be as above. If -#* is a module over X* then we can associate

to Jf* a Cech-complex of sheaves denoted by C'(Jt*) (see [Fi, p. 32]). Then

;', : Mod(X») -♦ Mod(X) is defined to be the functor j*(J?*) := H°(C(Jf*)).
The associated derived functor is denoted by Rj* : D+(X*) —» D+(X).

(3.14) Definition. If R = (X*, W*, sé*) is a resolvent for X -» Y then

l'x/y '■= RJ*(Q-s*.iY®s*. cfx.)

is called the cotangent complex of X/Y .

(3.15)   Theorem. (1) L'x/Y is well defined as an object of D~(X).
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(2) If

X'

V       V
Y' -► Y

g

is a diagram of complex s-spaces then there is an induced morphism

Lg*{Lx¡Y) ~* Lx,jY,.

For the proof we remark that the arguments of [Fi, (2.16)] can be easily
carried over to the case of s-spaces. Now it is possible to introduce tangent

and cotangent functors TLY(Jf) and Tf¡Y(Jf) as usual. There are similar

exact sequences for the  T¡ and  T'  as for analytic algebras.   We leave the
straightforward formulation to the reader.

A := 'r.fwClearly, L'X,Y x is quasi-isomorphic to L'B,A if B := cfXt

Hence in the case of a smooth morphism L'X,Y = QX,Y and so Tlx,Y(Jf) =

Ext'(Q^/y,^) £ Hl(ex/Y ®J?), where Gx/Y := ^om(Q.x/Y ,cfx) is the

sheaf of vector fields of X/ Y.
The following observation is used several times in this paper.

(3.16)   Proposition. Let

X1 X

f

Y' -► Y
g

be a cartesian diagram of complex s-spaces and assume that f or g is flat.

Then LXI/Y, 2 Lg'*(Lx/Y).

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that the canonical map Lg'*(L'x,Y) —* L'X,,Y, is

a quasi-isomorphism in each stalk. Hence it is sufficient to prove the analogous

statement for analytic s-algebras, which follows from (3.7)(6).

(3.17) Let / : X —> Y be a morphism of complex s-spaces and assume that

Jf is a coherent ¿^--module. Then by 3~'(X/Y; Jf) we will denote the sheaf

3ri(X/Y; Jf) := %xtf(LXIY, Jf) = Hl(Rf*RJÍfom(UXIY, Jf))

on Y, whereas 3~X,Y(J() := Wxtx(L'x,Y, Jf).

4. DEFORMATIONS AND EXTENSIONS OF COMPLEX S-SPACES

(4.1) Let X —* S be a morphism of complex s-spaces and assume that JÍ is

a coherent (^-module. As usual, by an extension of X/S by JÍ we mean a

complex s-space X' —> S together with a fixed 5-embedding X <—> X' and an

isomorphism y = Jf of degree zero, where 3~ ç t?x, denotes the ideal of

X. Two extensions X', X" of X/S by J? are considered to be equivalent if

there is an S-isomorphism X' —> X" compatible with the embeddings and the
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isomorphisms above. The set of equivalence classes of all extensions of X/S

by J[ will be denoted by E\(X/S, Jf).
One main goal of this section is to prove that there is a canonical isomorphism

of E\(X/S, JÍ) with the elements of Tx,s(Jf)^ . For the case of even complex

spaces, this can be found in [Fi] or at least partially in [P]. Since [Fi] has not

been published, it seems necessary for us to give at least an outline of the

arguments in the s-case as far as we need it in the subsequent sections.

We will start with several lemmas.

(4.2) Let (X*, W*,sé*) be a resolvent for X/S (see (3.12)). Let X' be an
extension of X/S by JÍ. Since X = X' as topological spaces, we can chop

X' in the same way as X and get an X». The ¿fy.-module associated to Jf

will be denoted by Jt*. Then the following holds.

(4.3) Proposition. There is an S-morphism sé* —» tfX; making the diagram

Sé* -> cfXÍ

commutative. Any two such morphisms differ by a S-derivation ô : sé* -> Jf*.

Proof. By using (4.4) below we get an S-morphism cfw. -» cfx; compatible

with the projections onto cfx,. Now the arguments of [Fi, (2.8) and its proof]

show the existence of a map sé* —> cfXit as desired. That two such maps differ

by an ^-derivation is trivial.

(4.4) Lemma. There is an S-morphism cfw. -» cfx; compatible with the pro-

jections onto cfx,.

Proof. Let the notation be as in (3.9), (3.12). It is sufficient to show that for

every i £ I there is an -S-map cfw,\K¡ ^ Cfx>\Ki compatible with the projections

onto cfx\K¡. Clearly, since Wi is a smooth space, this can be done locally.

Hence there is a finite Stein covering 31 of K¡ such that there are S-maps

0W\V -^ ffX'\y for V £31 .On V n V1, V, Vx e S, the differences tpv -
<pv\ give rise to an element in the group Hx(3¡, 3>e/-(cfw¡\Ki, Jf\K{)) which

vanishes by Theorem B. By changing the cpv appropriately we may therefore

assume that cpv - <Pv¡ = 0 on V C\Vl . This proves the existence of the lifting

(Pi-

(4.5) Lemma. Let the notations be as in (4.2). Then the tangent functors

Tx,s(Jf)t, e £ li, are canonically isomorphic to the kth cohomology of the

complex Y)er$(sé*, Ji*)t = Horn*. (íí^/s ,•£*)&. Moreover, assume that X is

S-flat and that Jr is a coherent cfs-module. Then the canonical map

Y>ers(sé* ,yy ®(?ssé*)^ Y>ers(sé*, Jf ®&s 0X.)

is a quasi-isomorphism.

Here Y)et$(sé*, Jt*)kt denotes the set all tuples of ^-derivations séa -+ Jfa of

degree (e, k) £ Z¿ x Z compatible with the transition maps. For the proof we

refer the reader to [Fi, (2.4), (3.7)(1), and (3.10)], where the classical situation

is considered.
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(4.6)   Theorem. There is a canonical isomorphism

Ex(X/S;^)->Tx/s(J?)ev,

where Tx,s(^)ty denotes the set of even elements of TX,S(JK).

Proof. Let R = (X*,W*, sé*) be a resolvent of X/S (see (3.12)). For [X'] £
Ex(X/S;^) we choose sé* —> cfx*t as in (4.3). Let Ç denote the differential
of the DG-algebra sé*. Then cp • ( : sé* -, cfX; is an S-derivation of degree

(0, 1) G Z2 x Z which gives rise to a homomorphism of ¿^-modules of degree

(0,1), r\ = r][X'] : £lA,/s -» ^*, i.e., to an element of Txx,s(Jf)^ denoted by

cl[X']. By using the fact that any two morphisms cp, cp : sé* -, cfx, obtained as

explained above only differ by an ^-derivation, it is easy to see that cl[X'] is

well defined. On the other hand, let [n] £ Tx,s(^i)ev be given and assume that

[n] is represented by an ^-derivation n : sé* -, JK* of degree (0, 1). Then we

can associate to n an extension of X/S by ^ in the following way: In the

diagram

■■• -> sf~x —^ sé*0 -► <9X. -> 0

0   ->    Jf*    -y Cfxí   -y cfx,   -y 0

let cfx> be the coherent cfw.-algebra sé*0 UA-\ Jf*. By patching together we get

from tfx>t an extension X' of X/S by JÍ in a natural way. It is easy to see
that the maps [X'] t-, cl[X'] and n y-, [X'] constructed above are inverse to

each other, and so (4.6) follows.

In the rest of this section we will show how to describe obstructions for

extending deformations. We will give here an argument different from [Fi],

which does not depend on the heavy machinery of deformations of holomorphic

mappings.

(4.7) Let f : X —y S be a flat holomorphic mapping of complex s-spaces and
JV a coherent ¿^-module. Assume that S' is an extension of S by JV. We

will shortly say that the deformation I->5 can be extended to 5" if there is

a commutative diagram
X -► X'

I        I
S'

where X' -» S' is flat. It is clear that X' then is an extension of X by f*(Ar).

(4.8) Theorem. There is a canonical element ob[S'] £ Tx/S(f*yy)ev which

vanishes iff the deformation X/S can be extended to 5".

Proof. Let (X* ,W*,sé*) be a resolvent for X/S. Using the notation intro-

duced in (3.9) and (3.12), let W, be the simplicial scheme of s-Stein compact

sets W-\ := (Ka, cfz^\Ka), where Z'a := Y[i€a W¡ x S'. Since sé* is a free cfw.-

algebra, it is possible to extend sé* to a free cfwi -algebra sé* . Moreover, since

a derivation on sé* is given by prescribing the images of free generators, it is
also possible to extend the derivation Ç £ Y)exs(sé*, sé*)ev to an S-derivation
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C e Y)exs(séJ, sé*'), which again is of degree (0, 1). Then C'2 : sé*' -, sé*' is
an 5-derivation of degree (0,2). By construction, there is an exact sequence

(*) 0 -» JV ®ffs sé* -, sé*' -, sé* -, o,

and since Ç2 = 0, we obtain a map n := £'2 : sé* -, Jf ®ff$ sé* which is a

cycle in the complex Der s (sé*,Ar®(?ssé*)\s of compatible 5-derivations. This
defines an element

ob[5'] := \r\\ e T2xls(f*Jf)   (see (4.5)).

It is easily verified that ob[S'] does not depend on the choices involved. Now
assume that X/S can be extended to a deformation X'/S'. Then we start

with a resolvent (X1*, W*, sé*) of X'/S' and apply the construction above to

sé* := sé* ® cfs'Cfs, which because of the flatness of X' -, S' is a resolvent

for X/S. For (' we can take the differential in the DG-s-algebra sé*'. Hence

C'2 = 0 and ob[S'] = 0.
Assume conversely that the canonical element ob[S'] = 0.   Then Ç'2 is

a coboundary in Y>exs(sé*,Jr ® sé*)ev, i.e., there is an ^-derivation sé* -*

jr ®sé* of degree (0, 1) with C'2 = S? + (1 ® C')S . Replace f by C" :=C'-S.
Then C"2 = 0, i.e., (A'*, Ç") is a DG-s-algebra. The sheaf ffX; ■= H°(sé*') can
be patched together to give an 5"-space X'. Since (*) is exact, we get that

X' is an extension of X by f*JV. Because of (1.10) X' -, S' is flat. This
completes the proof of (4.8).

(4.9) Remarks. (1) The construction of (4.6) is compatible with base change

in the following sense. Let

XT —>—+ X

*I        I'

be a cartesian diagram of complex s-spaces and assume that / is flat. Let JC be

a coherent ¿fy-module. Then LXj,T = Lcp*L'x,s by (3.16), and the canonical

diagram

Ex(X/S; AT) —» Ex(XT/T; cp*Jf)

\l li

commutes. This follows easily from the construction above applied to a resol-

vent (X* ,W*,sé*) of X/S and the resolvent (X* ,W*,sé*) of XT/T which
we construct as follows: Let {Vj}j€J be a countable locally finite, open Stein

covering of Xj such that cp(Vf) ç Uafj) for some a(j) £ I, where {[/,} is the

covering associated to the given resolvent of X/S (see (3.9), (3.12)). We can as-
o

sume that there are Stein compact sets L¡ with \jL¡ = XT and cpr(Lj) ç K¡.

From the given embedding Ua{j) ■-> Wa(¡) x S we obtain by base change an

embedding V¡ t-> Wa(j) x T. With the construction of (3.9) we obtain from
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these data the X*, W*. Finally, for sé* we take the inverse image of sé* under

the map W* -, W*.
(2) A similar remark holds for the obstruction ob^']. Let the notation be

as in ( 1 ) and assume that

S <-> S'

T c_> V

is a commutative diagram of s-spaces, where S', resp.   T, is an extension

of 5 by 3~, resp.   T by f. Then under the canonical map Tx/S(f*&') -»

F\T,T(fjJ) the element ob[»S'] is mapped onto ob[T'] as is easily seen with

the resolvent in (1).

(3) The results of this section also hold in the category of formal complex

s-spaces. This will be used without any further comment in later sections.

5. Relative Ext-sheaves for complex s-spaces

The purpose of this section is to generalize [F2] to the category of complex

s-spaces and to give a few applications which will be important in later sections.

(5.1) Theorem. Let f : X -, Y be a morphism of complex s-spaces and & a

coherent Y-flat cfx-module, whose support is proper over Y. Then there is a

natural functor (depending on &)

Lf#:D-(X)^D-(Y)

with the following properties.

(1) For 3~' £ D~(X), JV" £ D+(Y) there is a natural isomorphism

Rf*RJ?omx(3" , J? ® f*(Af)) s R^omY(Lf#(3"), JT').

(2) f# is compatible with base change Y' —y Y, i.e., if

X'

f

Y'

X

is cartesian then Lg*Lf# = Lf'^Lg'*, where Lf'$ is the functor associated to

$' := g"(&).

The proof in the case of even complex spaces (see [F2]), also applies to our

more general situation, as the reader is invited to verify. Observe that there is

a dualizing complex for Y (see (2.8)), the existence of which is very essential

for the proof in [F2]

(5.2) Remark. By (2.9) there is at least locally also a dualizing complex for

formal complex s-spaces. Therefore (5.1) also holds for morphisms of formal

complex s-spaces / : X -* Y, which is adic.

We will now give an application of (5.1) which will be important in §8. First
we will fix the notation.
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(5.3) We suppose that Y = {y0} is a formal complex s-space consisting of

one point, and we denote by A the stalk cfy which is a complete local

C-algebra.   Assume that A =  lim A^  is written as an inductive limit of

(convergent) analytic s-algebras A(l\ Let (Y^, y0) indicate the complex s-

space germ associated to A^ and denote by p,; : Y —y Y~(!) the canonical

map. Assume now that / : X —» Y is a proper morphism obtained by base

change Y -, F(,o) from a proper morphism X(,o) -^ Y('o). For i > i0, set

X(i) ■- x(h) xYW y('), /W = fdo) x id. Let pi : X -, X® denote the mor-
phism induced by p¡.

(5.4) Proposition. With the notation as in (5.3), assume that ^0 isa Y^-flat

coherent module on X^, 3¡¿ £ D~(X^), and jVit3 £ Coh(F(!°>). Set F :=

Pl(&k),T := Lpl(3¡;), and JF := p%{A0). Similarly, denote by &it 9¡'.
and JVi the induced objects on X(,) and 7(,) respectively if i > in • Then the

canonical map of relative Ext-sheaves

lim Pxfaw, & ® f{i)*(A))yo - %Xt)(T , ¥ ® f*ÇF))yo
i

is bijective.

Proof. By (5.1)(1),

Xxtfm&r , & ® f{i)*(A)) = ^xtkYl,)(Lf¡i\3¡-), A¡),

%xt)(¥', F ® pÇF)) s %xt\(Lh(W'), JT).

Denote by Jt¡ , resp. ^#', the complex LJ¡')(3¡'), resp. Lf§(W'). By (5.1)(2),

At = Lp*(Jf¡),        Jf; = Lp*io(Jtil),

where p¡j : Y^ —» Y^x indicates the transition map. Now (5.4) follows from

(5.5) Lemma. Let Jt¡'o £ D~(Y(-i°'>)  be a complex on  Y^  and set Jf¡ :=

Lp*¡o(^¡'o) and Jf := Lp*(Jt/"o) for i > i0. Then for every coherent module

yV¡a as in (5.4), the canonical map

lim gxtYii)(Jr{ , yV¡)yo -, PxtyCit, ¿F)ya

is an isomorphism.

Proof. We may assume that ^¡' is a complex of free modules over y('o). Then

the modules above are isomorphic to lim Hk(3ff), resp. Hk(3f ), where

&{ = MTomyvW , A)y0 = K ®Aw A(i) '

resp.

&' = Vom-yÇ* , yF)yo s 3f¡- <8>AW A.

Now (5.5) follows from the fact that  lim  is an exact functor.

We note two important special cases of (5.4). In the first one, we apply (5.4)

to 3¡a = cfxW = &io and obtain
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(5.6) Corollary. With the notation as in (5.3), let JV^ be a coherent cfYu0)-

module and set A^ := />(*0(^0) and Af := p,*(^¿0), i > io ■ Assume that /(,o)

is flat. Then the canonical map

lim fii](f^(A))y0^ Ml*C^))y0

is bijective.

(5.7) Corollary. With the notations as in (5.3), assume that /(,o) is flat and let

jV¡a, yy¡, jV be as above. Then the natural morphism

lim 3~k(X^/Y^ ; f^*(A))y0 - 3rk(X/Y; f*ÇF))yo

is bijective.

Proof. This follows from (5.4) applied to 3¡'o   := L'w   w .   Observe that

LPïi0(^) = Lx{,)/Yl,) and Lp¡o(3¡;) = I^y (see (3.16)).

Another important application of (5.1) is

(5.8) Proposition. Let f : X -, Y be a morphism of complex s-spaces and

3~, & £ Coh(X) such that & is flat and proper over Y. Let Lf# be as in

(5.1) and let f§(f) := H°[Lf^)). Then, for every yK £ Coh(Y), there is an
isomorphism

f*(ßromx(3-,$ ® /'(./f ))) st %>omY(U(?), JIT),

which is functorial in 3~ and JV. Moreover, f# is compatible with arbitrary

base change Y' -, Y.

Proof (see also [F2]). Since Extk(3~, & ® f*(jT)) vanishes for k < 0, the

cohomology of Lf*^) must be concentrated in nonnegative degrees. This

and (5.1) proves (5.8).

(5.9) Proposition. Let S be a complex s-space and J? £ Col^S). Then the

functor
F : s-An/S -> sets

with F(T) := ß^omr(^T, ^r)ev is representable by a complex s-space over S.

The space representing F will always be denoted by ^(Jf). Clearly, Jf —>

V(„#) is a contravariant functor. We call N(J?) the linear fiber space associated

to JÍ.

Proof. It is sufficient to construct V(„#) locally in S. Therefore we may assume

that there is a presentation

where the generators of cfg', resp. cfp, are concentrated in even, resp. odd,

degree. The matrix a induces a map

SxC* -»SxCûl|èl,
/

and the reader may easily verify that, similarly as in the classical case,
f~x(SxO) represents F.

This proposition allows us to generalize [F2, (3.2) and (3.3)] to the case of

complex s-spaces.
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(5.10) Corollary. Let f' ,3, J? be as in (5.8). Then the functor F : s-An/T -,
sets given by

F(T):=^omXT(3r,^T)ey

is representable by a linear fiber space over Y.

Proof. With the notation as in (5.8), we have that F(T) is canonically isomor-

phicto Jomr(/#(F)r,^)ev. Hence F is represented by y(f#(3r)).

The functor F is also denoted by JforY(3~, 3?) whereas the space repre-

senting F is denoted by Moty(3~ , ^)

(5.11) Corollary. Let f, g? be as in (5.8) and suppose that 3? is a coherent

quotient of S?. Then the equality functor Equ(§?, S?) on s-An/Y given by

Equ(&,&)(T)^m-Ji'}      V9r=9 T ■

0 if&rï &T

is representable by a closed subspace of Y.

Proof. Set 3~ = ker(^ -, 3?). The morphism 3~ -, %? gives rise to a section

Y A Mory(y, SO.Jf Y *-+ MorY(3',g?) S V(f#(3~)) is the zero section, then

obviously Eq\i(3?, S?) is represented by a~x(Y).

In the classical case, (5.11) was obtained by Pourcin [Po].

6. Formal deformation theory of complex s-spaces

The purpose of this section is to develop the deformation theory in superge-

ometry along the lines of [Ri, F3, Schu].

(6.1) We remind the reader of the notation of fibered groupoid (see [Ri]). Let

^ be a category. By a fibered groupoid over W we mean a category 3~ and
a covariant functor p : 3~ —> *W such that the following three properties are

satisfied.
( 1 ) For every morphism / : X —> Y in W and every object a in 3~ over

Y there is a cartesian morphism / : b —> a with p(f) = f (i.e., for ev-

ery morphism c -, a over / in 3~ there is a unique morphism c^*b over

id* satisfying f°g = f).
(2) Compositions of cartesian morphisms are cartesian.

(3) /' : a —► b is an isomorphism iff p(f) is.

The object b in (1) will often be denoted by p*(a) or a xY X.
Similarly, a cofibered groupoid is a functor p : 9~ -, fë such that the dual

functor p° : SF® -,W° is a fibered groupoid. In a cofibered groupoid, the cofiber

product will be denoted by a®AB or f*(a) if /: A —> B is a morphism with

p(a) = A. Assume that p : 3~ -, fê is a fibered or cofibered groupoid and

X is an object of ^. Then the subcategory of 3~ consisting of objects (resp.

morphisms) over X (resp. id* ), will be denoted by 3~(X).

(6.2) In the following, the basis category £? will be the category s-An/5 or

s^a • If P : 3~ —y s-An/51 is a fibered groupoid and s £ S is fixed then p
induces in a natural way a fibered groupoid over the category of germs of com-

plex s-spaces by setting 3~(T, t<f) := lim 3~(U), where U runs through the

neighborhoods of to in T. Dually, we obtain a cofibered groupoid

sp:s¿T-,sWA,       /\:=tfSyS.
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On the other hand, if p : 3~ -, sWA is a cofibered groupoid then p induces in

a natural way a cofibered groupoid p:3 ' —» sWA (see [Ri, p. 9]).

(6.3) Let p : 3~ —» s^A be a cofibered groupoid. An object a £ 3~(A) will be
called versal if the following lifting property is satisfied.

(V) Let b—yb' be a morphism in 3~ such that p(f) : B -, B' is surjective.

Then every morphism a -* b' can be lifted to a morphism a-*b.

We also call (A, a) the versal deformation of a0 := a ®A C. Similarly, a
is called formally versal if the lifting property (V) is satisfied in the case that

B and B' are artinian. The notion of formal versality also makes sense for

a e 3~(A), A £ sWA . a is called (formally) semiuniversal if it is (formally)

versal and if in (V) the morphism A —> B induced by a —> b is unique modulo

m2B.

If dually p : 3~ —y s-An/S is a fibered groupoid and a £ 3~(T) then a is
said to be versal (formally versal) at t £ T if the same is true for a, regarded

as objects in s^(@T,t) (see (6.2)). Here s denotes the image of / under the
structure morphism T -, S.

The following three examples will turn out to be important in later sections.

(6.4) (1) (Deformations of compact complex s-spaces) Let p : 3~ -, s-An be

the groupoid consisting of flat proper morphisms a = (X —> T) of complex s-

spaces; here p(a) := T. A morphism a -, b = (Y -, S) consists of a cartesian

diagram

X -y Y

T -► S.

(2) (Deformations of modules) Let / : X —> S be a fixed morphism of com-

plex s-spaces. An object of 3~ consists of a pair (Jt, T), where T £ s-An/S
and Jt is a coherent cfXr -module which is proper and flat over T. If (./#', T')

is another object of 3~ then a morphism (At, T) -, (Jt', V) in 3~ consists

of a morphism T-^T' of s-spaces and an isomorphism (ljxs cp)*(Jt')^JH.

(3) (Deformations of quotients) Let f : X -, S be a morphism of complex

s-spaces and JÍ £ Cob(X). Let 3~ be the category of all pairs (3?, T), where

T £ s-An /S and 3? is a quotient of AtT, being proper and flat over T. A
morphism (3?, T) —y (3?l ,V) in 3~ consists of a morphism cp : T -, T' with

the property that (1* xs cp)*(3?l) = 3? as quotients of Atj.

(6.5) Let p : 3~ -, s-An/S be a fibered groupoid. For an object a of 3~, let

3~a denote the category of all morphisms a -, b in 3~ where the morphisms

in !7a are given by commutative diagrams:

b
/

a     i

\
V
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Moreover, an overbar will always indicate the set of isomorphism classes of a

category, i.e., 3~(T), 3~a(T), ... is the set of isomorphism classes of 3~(T),

3~a(T), ... . If T £ s-An/'S and At is a coherent ¿^--module then we put

Da(Jt) := 3rJ(T[At]) if a £ 3~(T). The sheaf associated to the presheaf

U<-,Da¡u(At\U) on T will be denoted by 2a(At). Dually, if p : 3~ -, sWA
is a cofibered category then 3~a will denote the category of all arrows b -, a in

3~. Again, an overbar will indicate the set of isomorphism classes. For a finite

yl-module At we set Da(M) :=Wa(A[M]) if A = p(a).

(6.6) We are now able to introduce the Schlessinger conditions.

(Sl)(a) Let T—yT', r^»y be morphisms in s-An/S such that ß is an

extension and TrA -, Y is a closed embedding. Then, for a £ 3~(T) the

canonical map

Wa(T'llTY)^Wa(T')xWa(Y)

is surjective.

(b) Let T <-, V be a closed embedding and At a coherent cfyxA -module.

Then the canonical map

Da,(Af) -» Da(Jt)

is bijective.
Clearly, (SI) follows from the following slightly stronger condition:

(SI)' With the notation as in (Sl)(a), the functor

3a(T'UT Y) ^ 3a(T) X 3a(Y)

is an equivalence of categories.
Condition (S2) of Schlessinger must be formulated as follows:

(S2) If a £ 3~(T) and At is a coherent ¿^-module then 3¡a(Jt) is also a

coherent cfj^ -module.

The following lemma is easily deduced from [Schu2] :

(6.7) Lemma. In the examples (6.4)(l)-(3), property (SI)' is fulfilled.

(6.8) If p : 3~ —y s^ is a cofibered groupoid then one can also formulate con-

ditions (SI) and (SI)' in a dual way. We leave the straightforward formulation

to the reader. We will say that (SI), (SI)', (S2) are satisfied for artinian bases

if this property holds in at least the case that all rings occurring in (SI), (SI)',

(S2), resp., are artinian.

(6.9) Lemma. Let p : 3r -, s-An/S be a fibered groupoid satisfying (SI) and

a£3~(T). Then the following hold:
(1) The functors Da(-) and 3¡a(-) are half exact on Coh(rrd).

(2) If At £ Coh(Tr¿), then Da(At) carries in a natural way the structure of

a Y(T, cfTIä)-module.

Proof. For the proof of (1), see [F3, (2.1)]. That 3la(At) has a natural

T(r, ¿frrd)-module structure follows easily from the functoriality and the fact

that Da(At) x Da(At) = Da(Jt x At) by (SI).

(6.10) Let p:3~ -> s-An/S be a fibered groupoid satisfying (SI). For a £3,
T = p(a) let g : Wa -, Coh(rrd) be the cofibered groupoid of extensions of

a : An object of ^ over At £ Coh(rrd) is a pair (T, a'), where T<-^V is
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an extension of T by At and a —y a' is a morphism over i. The morphisms

in Wa are defined in an obvious way (see [F3, p. 454]). We set

Ex(a,At):=Wa(At).

The pairs (V, a') as above will be called extensions of a by At. Because of
(SI), the canonical map

Ex(a, At x jV) -, Ex(a, At) x Ex(a, Jf)

is surjective. If (SI)' is fulfilled then this map is even bijective and Ex(a, At)

carries a natural r(7\ ¿fr)-module structure.
In the general case, Ex(a, At) has no module structure. But nevertheless

there is a 0-element given by the trivial extension T <-» T[Jt] and a[At] :=

p*(a) if p : T[At] -, T is the natural map. Just as in [F3, p. 454], we can

define canonical maps

c : Y)ers(cfT, At)ev -, Da(At),

i : Da(At) -, Ex(a, At),

n :Ex(a, At) -, Ex(T/S, At),

where Ex(T/S, At) is the set of isomorphism classes of extensions of T/S by
At. The proof of ( 1 ) and (2) in the following result is the same as in [F3, (2.2)].

(6.11) Lemma. (1) n(Ex(a, At)) QEx(T/S, At) isa Y(T, cfj)-submodule.
(2) 7ro/ = 0,/oc = 0, and Coker(c) -, n~x(0) is bijective.

We remark that in the case that Ex(a, At) carries a module structure, (6.11)
means that

Ders(cfs, At)ev^Da(At)^ Ex(a, Jt)^ Ex(T/S, At)

is an exact sequence.

Also for the proof of the following two results we refer the reader to [F3,

(3.1) and (3.2)].

(6.12) Lemma. Assume that p : 3" -, s-An/S satisfies (SI) and (S2). Let
a be in 3~(T) and consider a coherent cfj,ä-module At and a coherent ideal
o Ç @t,a ■ If t £ V(°), let pt denote the canonical map

pt : Sa>(a, At), -, lim W<c(a, At/anAt)t.

n

Then p~x(0) = 0.

Here %<z(a, At) denotes the sheaf associated to the presheaf

U » %e(a\U, At\U).

(6.13) Proposition. Assume that (SI) and (S2) are satisfied. Then the following

statements are equivalent.

(1) a is formally versal in t.

(2) %z(a,Ctx + C,C), = 0.
(3) %a;(a, At)t = 0 for every coherent cfTrd-module At.

Here Ctx + Ct£ shortly denotes the ¿fr-module concentrated in t whose

even, resp. odd, part is Ctx, resp. QÇ. For the proof, see [F3, (3.2)].
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In the next result we sketch the proof of Schlessinger's theorem in the super-

case. Let p : 3~ -, sWA be a cofibered groupoid and a e 3~{A). We will say

that a is versal up to level / if condition (V) in (6.3) is satisfied in the special

case that ml£x = 0.

(6.14) Theorem. Let p:3' —y sWA be a cofibered groupoid which satisfies (SI)

and (S2) for artinian algebras. Then every oq £ ^"(C) admits a formally versal

deformation à £ 3~(A).

Proof. We proceed similarly as in the classical case (see [Ri, p. 12]). Let

t, ... , t„,Ti, ... ,xm£ DaoiCx + CÇ) beabasiswith deg(i,) = 0, deg(r,) = 1.

By using (SI) we get a deformation ai £ D^V) with V := ®^ Cx¡ x

©Jli ®Zj suchthat ai is versal up to level 1. Here ax is the element of Dao(V)

corresponding to the tuple (t\, ... , tn,ii... , zm) under the isomorphism

Dao(V) S ©AJCx,) x ® ^(Ci,-).
i j

Now assume that (A¡, a¡) is already constructed such that a¡ is versal up to

level / and A¡ is a quotient of the free power series ring

R := A|[Xi, ... , xn; Ci, ... , Çm J.

By using (SI) it is seen that there is a unique ideal a¡+l of R which is maximal

among the Z2-graded ideals b ç R such that (a) mi±2 ç b, (b) a/ 2 b, and (c)

there is a b £ 3'(R/b) inducing a¡ on 3~(R/a¡). Now with similar arguments

as in [Ri] it is easily shown that A := lim R/a¡, a := lim a¡ is formally versal.

(6.15) Let p : 3~ -» s-An/S be a fibered groupoid satisfying (SI) and (S2)
(see (6.6)). If a £ 3~(T) and At is a coherent ff^-module then we denote

by cfa(At) the quotient sheaf %x(T/S, At)/^x(a, At), which by (6.11) is a
cfjti-module. Obviously, cfa(At) is functorial in At. We now introduce the

conditions (S3) and (S4).
(53) For all a, T, At as above, cfa(Jt) is coherent.

(54) Let a,T, At be as above and suppose that V ç T is an irreducible

reduced subspace. Then there is a Zariski-open dense subset V ç V such that

for t £ V the canonical morphism

(a) 9Sa(@TX® cfTIÇ)®cf(t)t-y3ta(cf(t)x® c?(t)Ç), is bijective and

(b) cfa(cfTx® cfvt\)®cf(t)t^cfa(cf(t)x® cf(t)()t is injective.

Here x , resp. £, is a basis element of even, resp. odd, degree. We are now

able to formulate a criterion for the openness of versality.

(6.16) Theorem. Suppose that p : 3~ -, s-An/S is a fibered groupoid satisfying

(SI), (S2), (S3), and (S4). Then, for every a£3'(T), the set of points t £ T in
which a is formally versal is Zariski-open.

We remark that the proof of [F3, pp. 458-459] can be carried over to the case

of superspaces with the obvious changes. Similarly, the proof of the following

result is the same as for even spaces (see [loc. cit., (5.3)]).

(6.17) Proposition. Assume that b is formally semiuniversal in Ï3 and that

b —► a is a morphism such that à is formally versal. Then A:=p(a) is a formal
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power series ring over B := p(b), i.e., A = B\XX, ... , X„ ; Y\, ... , Ym ], where

the Xj and Y¡ are generators of even, resp. odd, degree.

(6.18) In the rest of this section, we will verify that in the examples (6.4) the

criteria above are satisfied. In order to do this, we need the notion of obstruction

theory. Assume that for every a£3~(T) there is a functor

cfba : Coh(T) -, Coh(T)

for which condition (S4)(b) is satisfied. If there is a functorial map cfa(M) -,

cfba(M) which is injective, then obviously (S3) and (S4)(b) are also fulfilled.

We are now able to prove:

(6.19) Proposition. For deformations of compact complex s-spaces (see(6.4)(l))

formal versality is open.

Proof. From §4 we obtain that for a proper morphism a = (X—yS) the mod-

ule 3a(At) is canonically isomorphic to the sheaf associated to the presheaf

Sdí/h Tx_i{U)/u(f*At), i.e., 3ia(At) s %xt)(Ux¡s,f*Jt). Similarly, an

obstruction theory is given by the sheaf associated to U >-, Tj_l,u)/u(f*(At))

which is just %xt2ÂL*XiS, f*At). Hence (S3) is satisfied. By using (5.1) it is

also easily seen that (S4) is satisfied. This proves (6.19).

(6.20) Proposition. In the examples (6.4)(2), (3), formal versality is open.

The proof of this result is similar as above (see [Fi , Bi2] for the classical

case).

7. Representability criteria

Let A be an analytic s-algebra and consider a functor F : sWA —> sets as in

(1.12). The following result is the generalization of a result of Bingener [Bij,

(2.4)] to supergeometry.

(7.1) Theorem. Let F satisfy the (Ll)-condition as above (see (1.12)). Suppose

that there exists a formal versal deformation (A, a) of an £ F(A/mA) with

Ä£sWA. Then
(1) There exists an analytic s-algebra A £ sWA and a £ F (A) such that

(A, a) is A-isomorphic to (A, a).

(2) If F satisfies (L2) then (A, a) is uniquely determined.

Proof. The proof of (2) is exactly as in [Bii, (2.4)(2)]. For the proof of (1), we

may assume with the same argument as in [loc. cit., p. 326, first section in the

proof of (2.4)] that A = C. There is a finite injective C-morphism

P^A,        P:=C{Xi,...,Xn},

where the X¡ are variables of even degree. Set A := A0[Ai], where we con-

sider A as an algebra via A, = 0. Then A is an even complete C-algebra.

After changing the X¡ suitably we may assume that, with the notation as in

[Bii, §1], the Iß (A ), 0 < p < n, have a preparation over A. Let Wp

denote the category of all even analytic P-algebras. For P' £ Wp , we con-
sider tuples (A' ; Jv —► A'*, 0 < v < n ; a'), where A' is a P'-s-algebra,

a' £ F (A'), A" := A'0[A'X], and (A" , Jv -, A'*) £ G(P'), where G is defined
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as in [Bi, (1.5)]. These tuples form in a natural way a category H(P'), and a

morphism of F-algebras P' -> P" induces a natural functor H(P') -, H(P").

Let H(P') be the set of isomorphism classes of H. Then H becomes a functor

on Wp with values in the category of sets satisfying (LI) for even analytic alge-

bras, i.e., if B £ % and B = lim £(''>, B& £ ffP, then lim H(B^) -, H(B)

has dense image. Now we can continue, as in [Bii > (2.4)] with this functor H.

Let N be sufficiently large and take an element

(A;  Jv ^A*,  0 <v<n; a)

in H(P) whose image in H(P/xxä+x) is the same as

(A; I^(T)^T, Q<v<n; a).

An isomorphism between these objects in H(P/m.nA~x) gives rise to a P-

morphism of s-algebras A -^ A/m^A mapping a onto the image of a in

F(A/xnpl+xA). Using the formal versality of (A, a) we obtain a lifting A -^ A

mapping a onto â . By [Bii, (L6)], y/ is an isomorphism and we are done.

We now give two important applications which will turn out to be useful in

§9.

(7.2) Let p : 3r -, sWA be a cofibered groupoid satisfying the Schlessinger

conditions (SI') and (S2) (see (6.6) and (6.8)). Let a0 £ F(C) be fixed. As in
§6, the groupoid above induces a functor

yao : sWA -, sets,

where 3ao is the set of all isomorphism classes of the category 3an(A). For

a, b £3rao(A), consider the functor

Isoa^a, b) : sWA -, sets,

where Iso^a, b)(B) is the set of all morphisms / : a®AB -, b ®AB in 3^

(which automatically are isomorphisms). In the case of even complex spaces,

the following result is due to Schuster (see Schui]) :

(7.3) Proposition. Let (A, n) be formally versal, where A £ sWA and n e

3ao(A). Assume that for all C £ sWA and a, b £ 3rA(C), the functor IsOa„(a, b)
is representable by an analytic C-s-algebra. Then (A, n) is a versal deformation

ofaQ.

Proof. Let b -, V and n -, b' be in 3^ such that the map of underlying

analytic s-algebras B -, B' is surjective. We must show that the arrow n —y V

can be lifted to an arrow n -, b. For this, consider the analytic tensor product

C := A ®A B and r\c '■= r¡®AC, be '■= b ®B C. Let D represent IsOaJrçc, be) ■
The arrow n —* b' induces a map A —> B' and so B' may be regarded as a

C-s-algebra.   The morphism n ®A B' = r¡c ®c B' —y b' = be ®c B' gives a

map D —y B'. Now the arrow r\^>b' can, at least formally, be lifted to a map

f) -, b, which gives a formal lifting y/ : D -, B of <p. By Artin's approximation

theorem, TjJ can be approximated by a morphism of 5-algebras y/ : D -, B

which is again a lifting of <j>. Obviously, y/ induces a lifting r\ —y b of n —> b'

as desired.

By combining (6.14), (7.1), and (7.3) we obtain:
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(7.4) Corollary. Let the notations be as in (7.2) and assume that the following

conditions are satisfied for an £ F(C) :

(1) p : 3a0 -, sWA satisfies the Schlessinger conditions for artinian algebras.

(2) For all C £ sWA and a, b £ 3'(ks(C) the functor Isoao(a, b) is repre-

sentable by an analytic C-s-algebra.

(3) The induced functor 3^ satisfies the (Ll)-condition.

Then ao admits a versal deformation.

In our next result we consider a functor F : s-An/S -, sets, where S is a

fixed complex s-space.

(7.5) Theorem. Let F be as above and assume that the following conditions

are satisfied.
(1) Every oq £ F(s), s £ S, admits a semiuniversal deformation.

(2) (Sheaf axiom) For every T £ s-An/S, the presheaf T D U i-> F(U) on

T is a sheaf.
(3) For every   T  £   s-An/S   and  a,b   £  F(T),  the set-valued functor

Equ(a, b), with

Ea«(a,»)(Z):={«      £&£■

is representable by a locally closed (resp. closed) subspace of T.

(4) (Openness of versality) If T e s-An/S and a £ T then the set of points
t £ T at which a is formally versal is open in T.

Then F can be represented by a not necessarily separated (resp. separated)

complex s-space.

Proof (see also [F2 , (9.1)]). Set I := \JseSF(s). For i = (s, a0) £ I, there is a
semiuniversal deformation a, of ao over some germ (T¡, t¡). In the subsequent

Lemma (7.6) we will show that we can choose a representative T¡ such that a,

is universal at every point of Tt. Now set

X0 = \jT,,        a:=\Ja¡£F(X0).
¡el ¿6/

Observe that F is a sheaf on Xq . Moreover, let Xx ç Xq xs X0 denote the (lo-

cally) closed subspace of Xq xs Xq representing the functor Equ(p¡(a), p2(a)).

Here p¡ : Xq xs Xq —► X0 indicates the ith projection. Since a is universal at

every point of Xo, the morphism pi : Xi -, Xq is a local isomorphism. More-

over, Xi ç Xox5Xo is an equivalence relation on Xq (i.e., for every s-space Z,

the set Hom5(Z, Xx) ç Hom5(Z, X0) x Homs(Z, X0) = Homs(Z, X0 xsX0)
is an equivalence relation on Hom.x(Z, Xo)). By (7.7) below, there is a quo-

tient in the category of S-s-spaces, say q : Xq -, Y, which again is a local

isomorphism. Since the sheaf axiom is satisfied, there is an n £ F(Y) with

q*(n) = a. We claim that (Y, n) represents F, i.e., for every Z g s-An/S the

map

r/(Z):Hom5(Z,y)^JF(Z),        f-f*(r,),

is bijective. First we show that this map is injective. Consider f, f2 £

Hom5(Z, Y) with fx*(n) = f¿(r¡). We must show that f = f2. Obviously,

we may assume that there are liftings fi■ : Z —► Xo. By using the universal prop-

erty of Xi we obtain that the map (f, fj) : Z -, Xq xs Xq factors through
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Xi. Hence f = qf = qf¿ = fi ■ Finally we must prove that n(Z) is surjec-
tive. For this, take b e F(Z). Since n(Z) is already shown to be injective it

is sufficient to prove that every point z £ Z has a neighborhood U such that

there exists an S-morphism <p : U —> Xq with 4>*(a) = b\U. But this follows

immediately from the construction, since Xo contains the versal deformation

of b(z).

The following two lemmas have been used in the proof of (7.5).

(7.6) Lemma. Let F be as in (7.5) and satisfy conditions (l)-(4). Let T be a

complex s-space over S and a £ F(T). Assume that a is formally semiuniversal

at some point to £ T. Then there is a neighborhood U of íq in T such that a

is universal at every point of T.

Proof. By (7.3), a is even versal at íq £ T. By openness of versality we may

assume that a is versal at every point of T. Let TX ç T xs T represent the

functor Equ(p¡(a), p2(a)), where p¡ is the ith projection. Since (íq, íq) e Ti

and T¡ is locally closed, we may even assume that T\ is closed. Since a is

semiuniversal at io > we easily get that T\ is the diagonal in a neighborhood of

(to, to) (check that £ := p*(a)\Tx = pl(a)\Ti is semiuniversal at (io, to) 6 ?i!).
Hence, after shrinking T as a neighborhood of io , we may suppose that Tí is

the diagonal of T xsT. But then a obviously is universal.

(7.7) Lemma. Let X0 be a s-space over S and Xx ç X0 xs X0 a locally closed

(resp. closed) subspace. Assume that Xi is an equivalence relation on Xq and

that the restriction of the first projection px : Xi -, X0 is a local isomorphism.
Then there is a not necessarily separated (resp. separated) s-space Y together with

a morphism g : Xo —y Y such that (Y, g) is the quotient of the equivalence

relation given by Xx.

The proof is a very simple exercise. We remark that, similarly as in [Ki] or
[Gra2], there should hold a much more general result.

In our final result we will give a criterion for a functor F to have a coarse

moduli space. Similar to the even case, we say that a functor

F : (s-An/S)0 -, sets

admits a coarse moduli space, say M, over S if the following three conditions

are satisfied.
( 1 ) There is a functorial morphism

cf>T :F(T)-> Homs(T, M),        T£ s-An/S.

(2) If T = {t} is a point then <f>T is even bijective.

(3) If M' is in s-An/S and

y/T : F(T) -, Homs(7, M'),        T£ s-An/S,

is a functorial morphism then there is a unique morphism M —» M' such that

the diagram

F(T)     H     Homs(T,M)

Wt\ /

Homs(T,M')

is commutative.
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If F is a functor as above we can associate to F its sheafification F , i.e.,

F(T) := Y(T,TF), where tF denotes the sheaf associated to the presheaf

U >-, F(U) on T. With these notations, the next result follows immediately

from the definitions.

(7.8) Proposition. If the sheaf F associated to F is representable then F has

a coarse moduli space. More precisely, if F is represented by M £ s-An/S then

M is a coarse moduli space for F.

8. The (L3)-condition for families of compact
complex s-spaces and modules

For the results in this section, it is convenient to consider the following ab-

stract setting.

(8.1) Let A be a fixed analytic s-algebra and p: 3~ ^ sWA a cofibered groupoid

satisfying (SI), (S2), and F(C) = {a0} . A pair (A, a), A e sWA, a £ 3'(A), is
called even versal if a is even (i.e., A is even) and if (V) from (6.3) is satisfied

for even b,b'. We will say that p satisfies (L3) if the associated functor 3~

satisfies (L3) (see (1.12)). For a £ 3~(A) and a finite ^-module M, the

functors Ex(a, M), Da(M), and Oa(M) can be defined dually to (6.10), (6.5),
and (6.15). We also need that there is an obstruction theory Oba(M), i.e., there

is an injective functorial map Oa(M)-^, Oba(M), and Oba(-) is a functor on

the category of finite ^-modules into itself. For the next result we must also

assume that for a morphism a -, b in 3~ over A -, B in sWA and an bi-

linear map M -, N of finite modules over A, resp. B, there is a functorial

map Oba(M)-^-,Obb(N) with the following property: If A', resp. B', is an
extension of A, resp. B, by M, resp. N, such that there is a commutative

diagram

M <-, A' -+ A

I      I      I

N <-,B' ^B

then cp maps ob[A'] onto ob[ß']. If A £ sWA , a £ 3~(A), and M is a finite

^-module then we set Oba(Af) := lim Oba„(Af„), where the index n means

tensoring with A/m-'1. With these notations we will show

(8.2) Lemma. Assume that the following two conditions are satisfied.

(1) There exists an even versal deformation (C, c) of a0.

(2) Let A £ sWA and A = lim A¡ with A¡ £ sWA and assume that M is a finite

A-module with M = lim M,■, where M¡ is a finite A¡-module. Let a £ 3~(A)

and a, £ 3'(A¿) with a¡ ® Aj = a¡ for j > i and a = a¡®A. Then the maps

(i) HmDa,(A/0-Ai(Â7L_

(ii)  lim Oba,(Af,) -♦ Oba(Â7)
are surjective, resp. injective.

Then p satisfies the (L3)-condition (see (1.12)).
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Proof. Assume that B = lim B¡ and b £ 3~(B) is given. We will proceed by

induction on the integer A := X(B) := min{/|(5 • Boàdy = 0}. If A = 1 then

B is even and hence there is a map C^B with b = c ®c B . Since cp factors

through some B¡, we obtain that b comes from b¡ := c ® B¡ and so we are

done.
Now assume that A > 0 and set M := (5odd5)A_1, A := B/M. We may

suppose that M = lim A/, with A/, C B¡. By applying the induction hypothesis

we obtain aio £ 3~(AÍQ), A¡0 := BÍQ/Mio, such that ai(¡® A = a := b ®BA. Let

a, := a¡0®Ai for i > io . Because of our condition (2)(ii) above, we may assume

that the image of [Bio] £ T\. /A(Mio) in Oba/ (Af,0) is zero. Hence there is a

bi0 £ 3~(Bio) inducing a,0 in 3'(Aio). Let b¡0 be the object of 3~(B) induced

by b¡0. Then h¡B and b differ by an element of Da(M). Because of (i), we
may assume that this element comes from an element of Da¡ (M¡0), and by

changing bio by this element we get ¿,0 £ 3~(B¡0) which induces b e 3~(B).

As an application we will show

(8.3) Theorem. For deformations of compact complex s-spaces (see (6.4)(1)),

the (L3)-condition is satisfied.

Proof. We will apply (8.2). By §4, there is an obstruction theory as described
in (8.1). By (5.7), condition (2) of (8.2) is satisfied, and from (8.4) we get the
existence of even versal deformations. Now (8.2) gives the desired result.

(8.4) Proposition. A compact complex s-space X admits an even versal defor-

mation.

Set Y := Xev ,At:= (cfx)i. We will first consider deformations of the pair

(Y, At) over even base spaces (see (8.5)). Then (8.4) will follow from (8.6).

(8.5) Lemma. There exists an (even) versal deformation of the pair (Y, M).

Here by a deformation of (Y, At) we mean a proper flat map ^ —> S and

a coherent S-flat cfy-module yf on y, such that the pair (J<, JV) restricted

to the fiber over some point Sq £ S, is isomorphic to (Y, At).

Proof of"(8.5). Let

\ /
T

be the versal deformation of the holomorphic map Y -, Y[At] over the

germ (T, t0) (see [Fi, (8.5)]). By [Do, Po], the morphism functor M :=

Mott(3"' , -£) on the category of complex spaces over T, given by

M(T') := {f : Z{, - ZT, : f is a T-morphism},

is representable by a complex space M over T. Let p £ M be the point

associated to the canonical morphism Y[Jt] -, Y. Denote by Ç : Z'M -, 2?m

the universal morphism. There is a closed subgerm (Tx, p) <-> (M, p) such

that Ti is universal with the property that (Ç °£,m)tí = id^-r . This is easily

seen by using the existence of the morphism space Morm (%m , 3"m) ■
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Now, over Ti, the sheaf tfz<   is a direct sum tfz>   = cfz   ®yl/¡,J/[ :=

ker(¿;7'1). The multiplication on &%•   induces a map Jf\ ®J\ ^>Jf\ , and we

denote by 3£ the cokernel of p. By [Fi], there is a subgerm (5, p) ç (T\, p)
which is universal with the property that J?$ is flat over S. Since p is zero

on the special fiber over p, S is also the universal subspace with the property

Ps = 0. Now the reader may easily verify that the pair *?/ := Zs -, S, Jf :=

jVis is the versal deformation of the pair (Y, At).

(8.6) Lemma. Let X, Y := Xev, At := cfx¡ be as above, f -, S, and JV be
the versal deformation of the pair (Y, At) (see (8.5)). Then there is a space

(T, 0) -» (S, 0) and a map

yyT ® yyT -^ cfyT

with the following properties:

(1) p is anticommutative and cfylinear.

(2) cfx := cfyT ® Jj is, together with the multiplication induced by p, an

s-algebra.
(3) If (V, to) -, (S, so) is any morphism such that there is a map

yyT ® yyT ^ cfyT,

satisfying (1) and (2) then there is a unique S-morphism (V, t0)^(T, íq) with

y/*(p) = p', and y/*(cfx) Scfx, := <9yr ®J/'\T.

It is clear that (8.6) implies (8.4).

Proof of'(8.6). Set T{ := MoTS(f\2yf, cfy) and let p{ : A2^ -, %_ be the

universal morphism. Observe that Mors(/\2éf, cfy) exists as follows from

Douady's Theorem or by applying [F2, (3.2)]. Now there are two maps deduced

from pi :
a

A^Ti ® A^T] ® AfTx =| yVTx.
ß

The first one, a, is obtained by applying px to the first two factors and then
multiplying with the third one, whereas ß maps x ® y ® z to x • pi(y A z).

Let to £ Ti be the point in Tx corresponding to the given map At x At -, cfY

induced by the s-algebra structure on cfx = cfY x At. By (8.7) there is a universal

subgerm (T, to) ç (Tx, t0) such that aT = ßr ■ Obviously, p := pr has the

required properties (l)-(3).

In the proof above we used the following result of Pourcin [Po] (see also [F2,

(3.3)]).

(8.7) Theorem. Let f : X -, S be a morphism of(evenl) complex spaces and
3~, 3? be coherent cfx-modules such that supp(y) n supp(^) is proper over

S. Assume that 3? is flat over S and that f: 3~ —> 3? is an cfx-linear map.

Then, for every So £ S, there exists a closed subgerm (T, sq) ç (S, sq) with the

following properties:

(1) fT :3t -, 3?t is the zero map in a neighborhood of s0.

(2) If (S', s'0) A (S, s0) is a morphism satisfying (1) then a(S') ç T near

Sq.

In the rest of this section we will show a similar result for modules.
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(8.8) Theorem. For deformations of modules (see (6.4)(2)), the (L3) condition

is satisfied.

Proof. Again we will use (8.2). By the following Proposition (8.9), condition

(1) in (8.2) is satisfied. Moreover, if X -, Y is proper and At £ Cohp j(X)

then, for the groupoid described in (6.4)(2) and the object a £ 3~(Y) given by

At, the module Da(Jf) is easily seen to be isomorphic to Ext}x(Jt, At ® f*Jf)

if Jf £ Coh(y). An obstruction theory is given by

Oba(yT) := Ex^x(Jt, At ® f*(J^))

as can be seen as in the classical case (see, e.g., [B2, (8.3)] or [Fi, (4.12)]). Now

(8.2) and (5.4) imply the result.

It remains to prove.

(8.9) Proposition. Let X -^ S be a morphism of complex s-spaces, sq£ S and

Xq = 71~x(sq) • If 3t is a coherent cfx0-module with compact support then At

admits an even versal deformation (see (6.4)(2)).

Proof. We may assume that S is even. If X = X0, i.e., S = {so}, then the

result follows from (8.10). In the general case, we consider first the even versal

deformation of J' on I as in (8.10), i.e., there is a T-flat ¿f^xr-module yf

with proper support over an even space germ (T, to) with JV(to) = At, which

is the even versal deformation of At in the sense of (8.10). Now consider

X x T as space over S xT via n x 1T. Since T x S is even, we can apply

[Fr] and obtain a subgerm (1,0) C (T x S, (t0, s0)) such that Ji, = Af ® cf-z
is flat over E and which is universal with this property. The reader may easily

verify that y^£ is the required even versal deformation of At over X/S.

In the proof of (8.9) we used

(8.10) Proposition. Let X be a complex s-space and At a coherent cfx-module

with compact support. Then there exists an even versal deformation of At.

Proof. By using the result of Siu-Trautmann [SIT] we obtain versal deforma-

tions, say JV, Jq, and A^ of At, Ato, Jtx over a suitable basis T, T0, and

Ti, respectively. Here we consider At, At0, and Jtx as ¿^-modules. By using

the representability of the morphism functor for modules it is easily seen that

there is an (even) space germ S over T xTqxTi such that the module Js has

a "universal" decomposition JÇ = A/qs ® ̂ is ■ Here J^ indicates the module

on Xev x S induced by JV via the map S ^> T xTqxTi —y T, similarly for

Jos and A^s . Now it remains to equip yPs — ¿Vqs ©^s with an ¿fyxs-module

structure (after suitable base change S' -, S ) inducing the given ¿f¿--structure

on the special fiber. But this can be done with similar arguments as in the proof

of (8.4).

9. Applications

In this section we will give several applications of the results of the preceding

sections to moduli problems in supergeometry. We begin by showing that there

is a versal deformation for modules.
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(9.1) Theorem. Let /:ï-»5 be a morphism of s-spaces, so £ S, and At a

coherent module on X := f~x(so) with compact suppport. Then there exists a

versal deformation of At (see (6.4)(2)).

Proof. By (6.14), there exists a formal deformation of At which is formally

versal. By (8.8), the (Ll)-condition is satisfied and hence there is even a con-

vergent deformation of At which is formally versal (see (7.1)). By (7.3), this

deformation of At is versal. Observe that the Iso-functor in (7.3) is repre-

sentable as follows from (5.10).

We treat next the Hilbert moduli space. Let / : X -» S be a morphism of

s-spaces and let 9~ be a coherent f^-module. Then we consider the Hilbert-

functor

cfuotpis : (s-An/S)° -, sets

which assigns to T -, S the set of all quotients & of 3j which are proper

and flat over T. In the case of complex spaces this is the Douady-functor, and

by a result of Douady [Do] (resp. Pourcin [Po]) this functor is representable.

Our next result shows that this is also true for s-spaces:

(9.2) Theorem, cf := cfu.d^jS is representable by a complex s-space Q over

S.

Proof. We will show that cf satisfies conditions (l)-(4) of (7.5). The sheaf

axiom for cf (see (7.5)(2)) is obvious. Openness of versality has been shown

in (6.20), whereas (7.5)(3) is just (5.11); the Equ-functor in (7.5)(3) is even

represented by a closed subspace and so Q will become separated if S is. It

remains to prove the existence of semiuniversal deformations. Consider so £ S

and a quotient 3?o of 3~(sq). By (9.1), 3^ has a versal deformation, say 3?,

over some base space (T, íq) -* (S, sq) . Then it is easily seen that 3?m is a

versal deformation of 3?q as a quotient of 3~(so), where

M := Movt(3t , &)

(see (5.10)). Here M is regarded as a germ around the point belonging to the

natural projection 3~(sq) -» S?o-

(9.3) Corollary. Let X -, S , 2J —> S be morphism of complex s-space and

assume that X -+ S is proper and flat. Then the functor

aU-s(X, 2J) : (s-An/S)0 -» sets,

where Ators(X, %)(T) is the set of all T-morphisms Xt -» 2)r, can be repre-

sented by a (separated) complex s-space Mors(;£, 2)) over S.

Proof. Let %? denote the quotient functor for the sheaf 3 := cfXxs<!) on X xs

2) (see (9.2)). By identifying a morphism with its graph we see that AtarS(X, Y)

may be regarded as a subfunctor of ^. Let H represent <%* and denote by

rçXx52) xs FI the universal subspace. Let p : Y —> X xs H indicate the

projection. We must show that there exists a maximal subspace M ç. H for

which pM : YM -, Xxs M is an isomorphism and which is universal with this

property. Clearly, such an M would represent At#rs(X, 2J). Hence (9.3) will

follow from

(9.4) Lemma. Let f : X -, Y be a morphism of complex s-spaces over S.
Assume that X —y S is proper and flat and that Y —> S is proper.   Then the
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functor
F : (s-An/S)° -► sets,

given by

pcp\._ / {U       if h is an isomorphism,
^   ' '~ \ 0 otherwise,

is represented by an open subset of S.

The proof of (9.4) is an easy exercise.

(9.5) Theorem. Let X0 be a compact complex s-space. Then X0 admits a

versal deformation.

Proof. We will show that conditions (l)-(3) of (7.4) are fulfilled. For the (LI)
condition, this follows from (8.3). The Schlessinger conditions are obviously

true in this case (see (6.7)). Finally, that (7.4)(2) is satisfied follows from (9.3)

and (9.4).

(9.6) Let / : X -, S be a proper flat morphism of complex s-spaces. We will

assume that / is cohomologically flat in dimension 0, i.e., for every s £ S, the

natural map

f*(cfx)(s) ^ f*(cfX(s))

is surjective. Let At be a coherent cfx-module which is simple over S. By this

we mean that At is S-flat and that the natural map

(*) M&XM) - f*(^omx(At,At(s)))

is bijective for every s £ S.

The next result shows that these notations behave well under base change.

(9.7) Lemma. Let f : X —► S and At be as in (9.6). Let T be a complex
s-space over S. Then the following hold.

(0) f*(cfx) is locally free as an cf$-module.

(1) fr : Xt -, T is cohomologically flat in dimension 0 and AtT is simple

over T.
(2) Every 3f £ Pic(X) is simple over S.
(3) For every coherent cfs-module jV , the natural map

a(yV) : f*(cfx)®JT -, f*(^omx(At ,At®f*(JT)))

is bijective.

Observe that (3) in particular implies that f*(cfx) ® JV and f*f*(Af) are

naturally isomorphic.

Proof. Assume first that the map (*) in (9.6) is only surjective. Let 3? :=

f#(At) be as in (5.8) such that

f*(JTomx(Jt, Jt ® f*(yT))) £ ^oms(^, AT)

for every yT e Coh(S). Since (*) is onto, the natural map %'oms(3^, cfs) —»

%?oms(3?, cfs(s)) is surjective for every point s £ S. This implies that 3£ is

locally free, and so ß(yV) : f*(ß?omx(At, At)) ® ¿V -, f*(ß?omx(At, At ®
jV)) is bijective for every JV £ Coh(^f). In particular, f*(cfx)®Jf S f*f*(JV).
Therefore the functor JV \-, f*(cfx) ®JV is left exact since this is true for f*
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and /* . This proves (0). Assertions (1) and (2) are trivial. For the proof of

(3), assume that At is simple over S. Then the natural map

f*(cfx)(s) -, f*^omx(At ,Jt)(s)

is bijective for every s 6 S as follows from (*) and the bijectivity of ß(yfr).

Since f*(cfx) is locally free as an ¿^-module, this easily implies that

f*(cfx)^f*JTomx(At,At).

This and the bijectivity of ß(ef) yield (3).

Let / : X —y S be cohomologically flat in dimension 0. For a space T £

s-An/S, let 3îm/ix,s(T) denote the set of all coherent cfXj-modules At which

are simple over T. Clearly,

3im/ix,s : (s-An/S)° -» sets

is a functor.

(9.8) Theorem. Let f: X -, S be as above. Then there is a coarse moduli

space Simpas for 3tm/i.XjS.

We remark that, in general, Simp^ is not separated.

Proof. By (7.8) it is sufficient to prove that the sheaf 3tm/i"x,s associated to

3im./ix,s, is representable. For this we verify conditions (l)-(4) in (7.5). By

(9.1), condition (1) is satisfied. By (6.20), (4) is satisfied. Finally, (2) holds
trivially and (3) follows from the subsequent Proposition (9.9).

(9.9) Proposition. Let f : X -, S be as in (9.6) and assume that 3~, 3? are

coherent cfx-modules which are simple over S. Then the functor

F : (s-An/S)° -* sets,

with
J {1}   if3y and3j are locally in T isomorphic,

\ 0      else,

is representable by a locally closed subspace of S.

Proof. By (5.8) there are sheaves J?, 5? on S such that

f*J^omx(3~ ,3?®f*(JT))^ ^"oms(3p, Jf),

f*#omx(&, 3" ® f*(Jf)) Si ß^oms(Ji, Jf),

and 3f and 3? are compatible with arbitrary base change T -, S. Because

of (9.7),

f*^omx(3-, 3- ® p(Jf)) s f*(cfx)®jr = ^oms(f*(cfxf, JT),

since f*(cfx) is locally free. Hence, if 3?t and 3? are locally isomorphic in

T, then 2t and Jêf are locally free on T of the same rank as fr*(cfXl.).

Therefore, by using the following Lemma (9.10), we may assume that 3?, Jt
are already locally free of the same rank as f*(cfx). In this case, the sheaves

f*Sfomx(3',3?) and f*ßtvomx(3? ,3~) are compatible with base change T -^

S,  i.e.,

fT.(^omXT(3r, 3?T)) Si g*f*^omx(3-, 3?),
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similarly for f*ßfomx(3?, 3~). Let ^, resp. W , be the cokernel of the com-

position pairings

f*(^omx(3-, $)) ® f*(ß?omx(3?, 3~)) -, f*(^omx(3-, ^)) = f*(cfx),

f*(jromx(3?,3-))®f*(Tomx(3-, 3?)) -, f*(ß?omx(3? ,3?)) = f*(cfx).

We claim that F is represented by the open subspace S\supp(^ ® W). Since

the composition pairings are compatible with base change T -, S, it is sufficient

to prove that the surjectivity of the pairings above imply that 3~ and 3? are

(locally in S ) isomorphic. But this is an easy consequence of (9.11).

In the proof of (9.9) we have used the following two lemmas.

(9.10) Lemma. Let S be a complex s-space and 2C e Coh(S). For a fixed

r £ N, consider the set-valued functor on s-An/S given by

r(T, _ j {1}       if3fj is locally free of rank r,
~ \ 0 otherwise.

Then G is representable by a locally closed subspace of S.

Proof. For s £ S set ps(3f) := dimc(^/m^), where rrtj ç cfsyS is the

maximal ideal. The subset of all s e S with ps(3?) < r is easily seen to be an

open subset, say U, of S. For every s £ U, there is a presentation

3-^3?^3f-^0
a

on some neighborhood V of s, where 3~, 3? are free ^-modules and rank(^)

= r. The closed suspace Ay defined by the entries of o is obviously inde-
pendent of the presentation. Hence the closed subspaces Ay define a closed

subspace A of U, and the reader may easily verify that G is represented by

A.

(9.11) Lemma. Let X be a complex s-space. Let 3,3? be coherent cfx-
modules and assume that there are morphisms

a,£:^^5?; y,ö:S?^3~

such that y oa = idgr, ß o S = id^?. The a, ß, y, S are isomorphisms.

Proof. Let x £ X be fixed and consider F := 3~x and G:=3?x. Let a, ß, y, â

also denote the morphisms on F, resp. G, associated to the given ones. By

our assumption, F is a direct summand of G and G is a direct summand

of F. Therefore the lengths of the modules F/mn+xF and G/mn+xG are

equal, where m ç cfx<x denotes the maximal ideal. Hence a, ß,y,ô are

isomorphisms modulo m"+1 which easily yields the lemma.

As a simple application, we prove that the Picard-functor is representable in

certain cases:

(9.12) Theorem. Let f : X -, S be a proper flat morphism which is cohomo-

logically flat in dimension 0. Then the Picard-functor

3¿cxls : (s-An | S)° -♦ sets,

given by 3¿cx¡s(T) = Y(T, Rx fT*(cfXj, ev)), is representable by a (not neces-

sarily separated) complex s-space over S.

Proof. With the notation as in the proof of (9.8), the functor 3¿cx¡s is a

subfunctor of 3i/n./ixjS. Therefore (9.12) follows from (9.8) and the fact that
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the set of points of Simp^ given by the locally free modules of rank 1 is an

open subset in Simp^ .
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